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ItfTHOUtJCTIOH.

It is generally accepted that the characteristic

constitution of aqueous solutions of long paraffin-

chain salts originates in the araphipathic nature of

their molecules, i.e. the affinity of the end-group

for water is comparable with, while that of the

hydrocarbon chain is much lass than, the mutual

affinity of the water molecules. The ampaipathic

principle must also be involved in the behaviour of

aromatic compounds as colloidal electrolytes, though

the results of investigation indicate that the

influence of the aromatic nucleus in this respect i3

considerably less than that of a paraffin-chain with
(l 2}

the same number of carbon atoms; * It is to be

expected, however, as Hartley^ ^ has pointed out,that

specific forces will play an important part in the

aggregation of aromatic ions, and, indeed, there is

evidence that quite small di iterances in molecular

structure may exert a marksa influence. For example,

Morris (loc.cit.) reports that sodium ^-naphthalene

aulphonate is more colloidal than the u-isomer, and
(4)

liobinson and co-workers that benzopurpurine 4B

shows a higher degree of aggregation than its isomer

prepared from m-toluidine. The present work was

undertaken with the object of extending our very

limited knowledge in this field, by a study of some

simple aulphonic derivatives of phenanthrene.
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Investigation of those compounds was initiated

by H. Mariaqviat• H« studied first the conductivities

of the phen&rithrene 2-, 3-, ana S-monosulphonie acius

at 18ec^*6*7*®) anu found that at concentrations

loss than 0*031,•the highest examined, the conductivity

curves were comparable with that for hydrochloric

acid. It was therefore concluded that these acids

bohaved as simple electrolytes. Shea, however, the

St-bromophenanthrene-3-sulphonic acid

I
Br

so3h

was examined!^'10,11^ it appeared that while below

about 0*011 the curve resembled that for the unsub-

stitutod acid, with further increase in concentration

the conductivity decreased rapidly to much lower

values. -iandqvist also ascertained that the halo-

ganated acid diffused more slowly at high than at

low concentrations, and that the molecular weight,

determined cryoscopically, was abnormally high!10*11^
On the basis of these resulta he postulated that this

hcid was a colloidal electrolyte.

In an extensive study of the viscosity of those

isotropic) solutions, Sandqviat observed that the 9»

bromo-acid poaseasad a vary high viscosity and that

audition of hydrochloric acid (or other mineral acid)



enormously increased the viscosity, even at low
{9)

concentrations of the aulphonic acid; It was further

found that on lowering the temperature, the solutions

formaa turbid anisotropic systems (due to the

appearance of liquid crystals), provided the con-
(11 12)

centration was high enough; * Neither increase in

viscosity on the audition of hydrochloric acid, nor

anisotropic behaviour was shown by the unsubstituted

acids.

Since Sandqvist was primarily interested in the

organic chemistry of phenanthrone, he aid not carry

out any systematic physical chemical investigation of

the other derivatives he had prepared. He does,

however, record that while replacement of the bromine

by chlorine enhanced the influence of hydrochloric

acid on the viscosity, and also the tendency to form

anisotropic ayafc©mafJ"S^ replacement by a second

sulphonic group resulted in the complete disappearance

of both these phenomenal14^
Sandqviet's la3t paper was published in 1920.

Despite the subsequent growth in interest in the

subject of colloidal electrolytes, only one other
(15,16)

investigation, that of Bolara and Hope, has since

been carried out on aqueous solutions of Banuqvist's

compounds, probably owing to the difficulties of

preparation anu the lack of technical importance.

Bolam and Hope determined the conductivities, viscosities

and densities of solutions of the 2- and 3-unsubatituted



DIAGRAMS A x B.



DIAGRAM A.

Conductivities of kalogenated pkenanthrtnesulphonic acids at 18

DIAGRAM 3.

Conductivities at 18°



acids, and of the 9-bromo- and 9-chloro derivatives

of the 3-isomer at 18®C. over the whole range of

concentration.

The conductivity curves are shown in diagrams A

and B (see ref.15). Bolasa and Hope suggested that

the form of the curves for the unsubatituted acids, at

concentrations higher than those examined by Sandqviat,

indicates that these acius, also, form micelles, th©

curves being comparable with that of nonyl sulphonic
(17)acid. However, the fall in conductivity is much

more rapid in the case of the halogenated acids, and

it is evident that the introduction of a halogen atom

into the molecule markedly increases the tenuency of

the sulphonate ions to aggregate.

The results for the halogenated sulphonic acids

show that the properties of theirajeous solutions are

markedly dependent upon the nature of the halogen

atom. As will be seen from Diagram A, with the

cnloro-acid the rapid fall in conductivity commences

at a concentration higher than that observed in the

case of the bromo-derlvative. *ith increase in con¬

centration, however, the curves approach one another

and over the range fS * 0*4 - 0*6, the values of the

equivalent conductivity are almost identical (diagram B).

Very max'kod differences were found in the variation

of viscosity with concentration, dilute solutions of

th® bromo-acid being more viscous than those of the

chloro-acid, while at higher concentrations the



situation was reversed. The differences in behaviour

reported by Sandqviat, in regard to the increase in

viscosity prouuced by hyurochloric acid, and the

tendency to form iiquiu crystals, were confirmed.

Attention was drawn by Bolasa and Hope to the anomaly

that while the conductivity and viscosity data for

dilute solutions appeared to indicate that the chloro

acid forms micelles less readily than the bromo-acid,

at high concentrations the chloro-acid seems to be

the more colloidal of the two. It was tentatively

suggested that aggregation takes place in two stages,

the first, consisting in the formation of small

micelles, predoainating at low concentrations, and

the second, consisting in the union of the micelles

to form larger particles, becoming more marked at high

concentrations. Thus while the tendency to form

primary micelles is greater in the case of the bromo-

acid, the tendency to form secondary micelles is more

pronounced in the case of the cnloro-acid,

The present work is primarily concerned with the

influence of the position of the halogen atom. That

this might be considerable was suggested by the state-
(16)

ment of Sandqviat that 10-bromophenanthrene-3-

sulphonic acid, distinguished from the 9«isomer solely

by the position of the nalogen atom in the phenanthrene
(19)

bridge," shows no abnormal viscosity with added

hydrochloric acid, under conditions where the 9-ieomer

produces exceedingly viscous systems. It was therefore



decided to prepare the lQ-iaoraer and measure the

conductivity and viscosity over the whole range of

concentration, for comparison with similar data for

the 9-bromo-acid.

In the event, however, there proved to be dis¬

crepancies in the data, which appeared inexplicable

except as the result of experimental error in either

or both investigations. It therefore became essential

to prepare the 9-bromo-acid ana redetermine the con¬

ductivity. The new results showed the existence of

error, at low concentrations, in the older work.

Comparison, now feasible, revealed the existence

of definite differences in the behaviour of the two

acids, and further work was therefore unuertaken on

lines designed to elucidate these. In the first

place the conductivities of the leas soluble aouium

salts of the unsubstituted phenanthrone-3-aulphonic

acid and of the 9- and 10-bromo-derivatives were

measured, for the purpose of ascertaining the con¬

stitution of the dilute solutions. Secondly, investi¬

gation was raaae of the interaction, in aqueous solu¬

tion, of a number of the phenanthrone compounds with

the fluorescent dye, rhodamine 6 G.
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S X "P is R I M £ X T A L

PiiLPAQATXOh OF 10 - BdQ ."0?lidaA&

3 - 3ML?; IQLIC ACID

,:al pronation of Pnenanthrene ana Separation of Isomers
i

In order to prepare the potassium salt of onenanthrone -

3 - sulphonic aciu, it was uaciaed to follow the

methoa given by Jsleaer^ in which the isomers are

separated as the sodium salts. This procedux-e did

not, however, give the aesired product and the method

was therefore modified slightly, the isomers being

partly separated as the barium salts. The paenanthrone,

supplied by Meears* Hopkins & Williams Ltd., melted

at 99*0. and after x-ecryatalliaation from alcohol was

obtained in the form of pure white crystalline plates

malting at 100*0.

164 ml, concentrated sulphuric acid were added to

250 gm. of' pure phenanthrone in a one-litre flask

which was heated on an oil bath. The mixture was at

first stirred by hanu and then mechanically, the

temperature being maintained at 115 - 120*0. (Reaction

temperature - 120 - 125*0.). Sulphur dioxlae was

evolved and the mixture went green at first but finalljy
a dark brown syrup was obtained. After 3 hours

leating and stirring the hot solution was dissolved in

2 litres of water and a concentrated alkali solution

Containing 200 gat, sodium hyuroxiae added. After
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thorough cooling in ice, the precipitated salt was

collected in a funnel, pressed well una washed with

half-saturated souiura chlorine solution.

The eruue salt mixture was dissolved in water

containing 25 ml. concentrated hydrochloric acid and

the filtered solution neutralised with caustic soda

and allowed to crystallise. The crystals which

should be largely the 2-isomer, were dissolved in 4

litres of water. 50 gm. of barium chloriae dihydratfi

were then added and the precipitate collected and

digested three times with litre portions of boiling

water. From the mother liquor, barium - 3 - sulphonate

came down on cooling and was combined with more

barium - 3 • sulphonate obtained from the concentrates

wash solutions. This salt was converted to the

potassium salt by treatment with sulphuric acid to

precipitate the barium as oulphate, which was filtered

off, followed by neutralisation with potassium

ayuroxiue. This batch of potassium salt gave a

p-toluiuide (see below) which malted at 218UC. (219a

after drying over in vacuo), all melting-points

oeing corrected for the exposed stem.

From the mother liquor of th© sodium salt

crystallisation another batch of potasaiura-3-sulphonate

was obtained by concentrating the solution, salting

out with sodium chloride and converting to the potassium

$alt via the barium salt as above. After
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racrystallising from water, the potassium salt gave

a p«toluiuid© melting at 190-192UC. and even after

three more recrystallisations the melting-point rose

to only 205°C. The value given by Fieaer is 222°C.,
(2)

while Bolam and Hope give 220*5°.

Since these samples of the potassium salt were

obviously impure, and as recrystalliaation had no

effect, the preparation was repeated but similar

results were again obtained* It was, therefore,

decided to try Fieaer's earlier method^1^ in which

the isomers are separated, by aauing enough barium

chloride to precipitate the 2-isomer. The impure

salts from the above two preparations, (the salt

giving a p-toluidtdo of M.'P. 218°C.being kept apart)
were combined, dissolved in water and 15 gm. of

barium chloride added. After filtering off the

precipitate more barium chloride was aaded and the

solution cooled. The barium salt so obtained was

then converted to the potassium salt which gave a

toluidiae of St.?. 219®C. This was combined with the

other batch of salt which had been kept apart.

Neither recrystallisation nor treatment witn barium

cnloriue improved the melting-point value. However,

since the toluidide crystallised without scratching,

the walls of the containing vessel, and since its M.P

was only 1*5® lower than the value given by Bol&m and

lope, the isomer was considered to be sufficiently
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pure for the preparation of lO-bromophenanthrene-3-

auiphonic acid.

p-Toluidiae Test (Fieser, loc.cit.).

An aqueous solution of tft© salt is treated with

excess p-toluiuine, concentrated hydrochloric acid

and enough water to foxm a solution at the boiling-

point. If the amine salt separates in an oily state

on cooling, crystallisation is inuucsa by scratching

the walls of the container. Fieaer states that when

the amine salts are pure they crystallise easily hut

when impure they may remain inuefinitely as oils.

He emphasises that reluctance to crystallise indicates

the presence of isomers which also result© in an

abnormally large depression of the melting-point of

the amine salt. However, in the present work, as

was found toy Bolam and Hope, there was never difficulty

in making the oil© crystallise no matter how low the

If,P. was. The M.P.'s as given toy Fleaer are:-

Phenanthrene-2-sulphonate 291^0. (corr.).

Phenanthrene-3-aulphonate 22£°C. (corr.).
*

'Promina t ion of . otas~iua-3-oulononate

Bromination of the pota8sium-3-sulphonare was

(3)
carried out as described oanaqviot' ' tout the

preparation of the pure acid from its salt was

f 2 )effected by the method used by Bolam and hope for

• :he 9 -bromt - ac id.

60 gra. of potassiura-3-aulphonate were uissolved
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in 4-5 litres of water and the solution coolau until

crystallisation began, when 1800 ml. of bromine water

were auuau portioriwise with vigorous stirring. On

cooling, a yellow solid was formed ana an auditional

amount obtained by salting out with a few gau of

potassium chloride. The potassium salt was xecrys¬

tallised from water as a cream-coloured prouuct, which

was converted to the barium salt by precipitation with

barium chloride. The free acid was obtained by treal

merit with sulphuric acid, to precipitate barium

sulphate, and salting out with concentrated hydrochloric

aciu. The acid was dried in vacuo over moist sodium

hydroxide.

Following the method of Bolam and Hope, the acid,

when dry and free from hydrochloric acid, was

dissolved in acetone, the solution filtered through a

03 sintered glass crucible to remove a little un¬

dissolved matter, boiled with animal charcoal for 15

minutes and again filtered through a 03 sintered glass

crucible. These processes wero carried out in

•artificial light aa the aulphonic acids are light-

sensitive, especially when in solution. The acid was

precipitated out by adding benzene and collected in a

33 sintered glaao crucible. The precipitation was

repeated, giving finally 3*5 gm. of very pale yellow

held.
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Characterisation and Purity of 10-Bromopfaenanthrene-

3-Oulohonic Ada.

Th© properties of the acid prepared as above were
i

in very good agreement with those quoted by Gandqvist.

The melting point found was 152-153°C. which is .

identical with Bantiqvist's value. Above the M.P, the

acid froths. By sealing the enu, of the melting-point

tube, thus preventing the escape of water, a higher

melting point of 167-168° was found. Sandqvist

obtained a value lying between 160-170°C»

In oruer to determine the molecular weight of

the compound, weighed amounts were titrated with

sodium hydroxide (see Preparation and standardisation

of Solutions) using phenolphthalein as indicator.

The following data were obtained.

Wt. of acid(g.) 0 *2643 0*2775 0*1318

Vol. of alkali
(ml.)

normality of
alkali

15*38

0*04224

16*04

0*04224

7*64

0*04224

M.Wf found 407*0 409 -6 408*3

M.W.calculated
(4H20)

409*1 409*1 409 *1

A determination of the moisture content was also

carried out by drying a weighed quantity of the acid

over phosphorus pentoxiue at 100°C. in vacuo for 5

lours.
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ft. of acid

ft. of anhydrous acid

ft. of water

Mter found

Calculated for 4HgO

0.09940 ga.

0.08195 gm.

0*01745 gm.

17.5^

17.6;?:

It will be seen that the aolecule of the acid

is Combinett with 4 -ftaleculaa of water as reported

by Sandqviat. Tne acid was certainly 10-bromo-

paenanthrene-3-sulpiionic acid of not less than 99 •&%

purlty.
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FUUTH..q fcaVWI.'-'^TU QU ?<lu y.TTu^iOrtiiTIOis 01'' PiL^/u.TILfofa,

AHJ THsi PRiuPAR/iTlOIi OF ?-I^AimiRipa-3-dtTbPH0b 10 APID.\

Since it was desired to carry out measurements

on phenanthrene-3-aulphonic acid, the sulpnonation of

phenanthrene was repeated, as described above. The

resultant potassium salt gave a p-toluidiue of M.P.

216-217° and neither recryetalIisation nor further

treatment with barium chloride improved the purity.

The yield was 15 gm., which is only about 5$ of the

theoretical; the previous yields were also low,

amounting to 10J6, whereas lieser^1' reported 27;C

yields. Since the methods used were not only time-

consuming but also gave very poor yields, the problem

of preparation was studied along two lines; (1)

purification of the isomer as the acid, the solubility

of which is very much higher; and (2) alteration of

the conditions of sulphonation.

Purification of the laomor as the Acid.

The above sample of the potassium salt {M.P.

p-toiuldide-216-217°) was dissolved in water and e.<ces

barium chloride adaed to precipitate the barium salt,

which was filtered off ana boiled in water containing

e-xcesa sulphuric acid. After removal of the barium

sulphate, the solution was concentrated ana the acia

precipitated by adding concentrated hydrochloric acid

nolution. The acid was then dissolved in water,
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boiled with animal charcoal and filtered. This

operation removed to a large extent the brownish

yellow colour of the solution. The acid, produced

by salting out. with concentrated hyurochloric acid,

was again precipitated from water to remove all the

excess of sulphuric acid, and then dried over sodium

hydroxide in a vacuum desiccator for a week. At

this stage the melting-point of the amine salt was

218-219®C.

Alien completely dry and free fxcm hydrochloric

acid, the acid was dissolved in acetone and boiled

for 10 minutes with animal charcoal. This, and

subsequent operations wore carried out in artificial

light, as the material is light sensitive. The

solution was filtered through an xA sintered glass

crucible, to remove an insoluble compound (probably
a salt of the acid as it gave a p-toluidide of It .P.

220°C. and had itself a very high M.P., above 250°G.).

On adding benzene to the acetone an oil was obtained

at first, followed toy a solid. As soon as the solid

appealed tha solution was decanted from the oil and

more benzene auued giving a white crystalline compound.

The toluidiue of the acid crystallised easily without

the appearance of an oil, and taelteu at 220®C. (of.

]'to lam and Hope - 220*&®C. and Fieser - 222°C.}. On

adding benzene to the oil, which was brown in colour

dnd shaking a brownish solid was obtained, which gave
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a taluiaid© malting at 21S°C. Thus it would appear

tnat tJaa impurity in the potassium salt is concentrated

in tne oil, and from other considerations (so© below)

is not tne 1,2 or V-isomer out probably a follow oxi¬

dation product.

Another preparation was carried out and resulted

in a 5$ yield of acid, whose toluiuide malted at SEO®^,
as before.

Characteriaation .-Ana -urity.

The properties of the acid, wnich waa obtained

as pure white crystal!ins plates, ware in good agree¬

ment with previous data of handqvist, and Bolam ana

Hop®. The M.P, was 88®C. (Sandqviat^ ^ - 88-89®C.

ana Bolam and Hope - 88°C) ana is that of the acid

with two molecules of water of crystallisation* The

M.P, of the acid with one molecule of water of crys¬

tallisation was 121 - 122®C. (Gandqvist - 120 - 121®

The molecular weight was determined as before by

titration with standard caustic soda solution. Owing

to the hygroscopic nature of the anhydrous acid,

however, it was not possible to obtain concordant

results without taking special precautions. The aclo

contained in a weighed test-tube, was therefore dried,

first at 56°, then 100*G», in vacuo over PjgOg#

Immediately on removal anu when still hot the tuba

was urawn off with a small flama. Both pieces of

the tube were weighed, ana the tube broken in a conical

flank containing distilled.water. The titration was

carried out aa described (p. 28 )f giving the snowing

).

data.



It. of acid (g.) 0.2064 0.2117 0.1872

Vol. of alkali (nil.) 19-71 oto•001 17-86

formality of alkali 0-04047 0.04047 0.04047

M.I. found 258-7 257-7 259-0

M.W. calculated 258 • 3 258-3 258-3

The compound was considered to be adequately

characterised and of not less than 99*8$ purity.

liulphonation at highor '!~6taoo,.atureu

When aulphonation is carried out at 60®C. there

are produced not only the 2 and 3-isomers but also

the 9 and in smaller amounts the 1-isomer, (Fieser,

loc.clt.). The other isomers have solubilities

very similar to that of the 3-sulphonate and are not

easily separated. It was, therefore, decided to

make the sulphonating conditions still mors vigorous

with the object of eliminating these isomers should

they bo responsible for the low melting-point of the

amine salt*

Phenanthrene was sulphonated with the same

quantities of materials as previously employed, out

with bath temperatures of 13G°C. and 125°C. for 4 hours

and Si hours respectively* The yielaa of salt from

these preparations wore, however, very much lower than

>efore, much larger quantities of disulphonates being

orraed. The molting-point of the amine salt in both
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cases was 218WC. but aa crystallisation alone was

usaa in the purification it sasms that the trouble j.3

not cue to the presence of the 1 or 9-isomers, tut of
i

some other impurity. This is also indicated by the

colour of the salt© which weie pals yellow, even after

treatment with charcoal.
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P^PAllATlOU oy 9 "Blip • *0 :... yUTH^iifr»3-gi tumou XC Adj.)

'"-romlnatlon of aenanthrene.

100 g. purs phonantnrene (Hopkin and .filllams)
ware dissolved as far as possible in 1400 ml. glacial

acetic acid. To this solution was added 60 ml.

bromine, drop by drop and with constant shaking.

The temperature, which tended to rise during the

addition, was kept below 25®C. After addition was

complete the mixture whs allowed to stand for 2 hours

before filtering off the dlbromide. Tho dibromide

was washed twice with glacial acetic acia, transferrer

to a litre flask and heated on a water-bath until

hydrogen bromide ceased to be given off.

The hot oily compound was dissolved in petroleum

ether (80°-100°) and treated with charcoal. The

melting-point of the compound obtained on cooling was

60°C. It was then distilled at 380®C. (bath tempera¬

ture) under reduced pressure (16 mm.} and recrystalliaed

twice, yielding 40 g. pure white b-bromophenanthrene,

of M..P, « 65°C. (cf. dandqvist^5'1 - 58-63°; Bo lam

and Hope^' ^ - 61-62°; Hayduck'6 ^ - 63°; Bachmann^'^
- 66-66° ).

hulphonation of 9-Bromo .nenanthrene.

20 g, of 9-broraophenanthrent (M.P. = 61-6£°C)

prepared by J. Hop© using Sandqviat's method^ (as

f.bove but without distillation), and 10 ml. concentrated
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sulphuric acid ware stirred together in a wide test-

tube immersed in a water-bath at IOC°C. After 2

hours, 4 ml• concentrated sulphuric acid were added

and again at the end of the next hour. The reaction

mixture became viscous as the reaction proceeded and

semi-solid in the later stages.

The mixture was cooled and the solid which

separated was filtered and pressed well on a sintered

glass suction-filter, to remove excess sulphuric acid,

The solid was then dissolved in a small amount of hot

water, boiled with animal charcoal and filtered to

remove unsulphonated bromophonantnrone. After cooling

the acid was precipitated with concentrated hydrochloric

acid and filtered. It was found that filtration with

an ordinary filter paper in a buchner funnel was

bettor than either filtration with a sint,©red-glass

filter, or centrifuging, despite the gelatinous nature

of the precipitate. Two further purifications from

water were carried out ana then the acid -was dried and

purified aa in the case of the 10-bromo-acid, i.e.

by tho addition of benzene to a solution in acetone,

the precipitation being carried out three times

altogether. This gave 5«S ©a. of a pure white compound.

A second preparation of the acid was carried out

with the 40 g. bromophenanthrene prepared as described

above, giving 12 g. of pur© acid.
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The melting-point of the acid which had been

kept in the air was 166°C., the acid frothing up the
(8)

tube» Sandqvist finds the melting-point aa 162-

164° for the acid with 3 molecules of water of crys¬

tallisation. The caelting-point of the anhydrous acid

prepared by drying at 100® was found to be 206°. At

the melting-point the acid darkened in colour.

Sandqvisi found the melting-point to be 200-201° but

as these values are uncorrected for the exposed stem

they may be low by 3-4°. Bolam and Hope give 203*5-

204® as the melting-point. It should be noted, how¬

ever, that their acid was slightly yellow, showing

the presence of a alight amount of coloured impurity.

vVelghed amounts of the anhydrous acid prepared

as above wore titrated with sodium hyuroxiue giving

the following uata.

Pre oax'at ion I.

St. of acid(g.)' • 0*1315 0*2389 0*1687

Vol. of alicali 10*13 18*40 13*00
(ml. )

normality of 0-03838 0*03838 0*03838
alkali

M.W. found 336*3 338*4 338*1

M.W* calculated 337*2 337*2 337*2
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:'rapayii; iop ;,X

it. of *cia (g.) 0.1133 0-2100 0.14*6

Vol. alicali 8*66 16-00 11 -03
(ml. )

So ma l ity of
alkali 0 *03868 0-03668 0-03868

M,#, found 337 .b 339-3 358-5

"'1. 8.calculated 337- 2 337 -2 337-2

..iuiutau -iCld.

• t. Of ACiU (g.) 0-1800 0-1886

Vol. of Alkali 11.84 12-42
(ml. )

formality of
alkali 0-03560 0-03868

M.d. found 393-1 392 -8

V, t?, calculated
(3H20) 391-1 391-1

It was noticed that the solutionis ware vary

slightly turbid, which flight be uue to toe presence

of & trace of an insoluble salt 01 the aciu.

Tho moisture content of preparation I w&o

determined by drying a weighed amount at 100*0.

it. of acid 0-4301 gm»

It* of anhydrous acid ' -3700 gj&.

dator found IS.95&

Calculatea for 3Ug0 13-8?.
The preparations were therefore successful and

tno compounu »*aa adequately characterised*
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p-tor^ft Mmmm apsa*
The acid used was "B.D.H. Micro-Analytical

Reagent" and was in the form of small vhite hygrosoop*

crystals. This sample was the one used by Bolam and

Hope (loc«clt«) who have shown it to be pure.

HYDROCHLORIC ACID.

"/inalar" hydrochloric acid was used for the

experimental solutions, without further purification.
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PJ&PA11ATI0M AltJ S TAMPA 2D ISAT IOM OF SQBUTIQiaS.

l~:-firomotmenantnrene-3-sulnhonlc acIu.

In order to cover the large concentration range

desired, with the small quantity of acid available,

the method of successive dilution was used. Since

dilution by weight involves loss of solution in

determining the densities a volumetric technique was

employed.

Actually about 12 ml* of the concentrated

solutions A and were prepared and standardised by

direct titration with souiuza hydroxide. The other

solutions of these series, i.e. Ajj, Ajjj etc. and'

%jj and were obtained by successive dilutions
of § ml. to 10 ml* The more dilute solutions L, M,

and K were made by dissolving accurately known weights

of the acid (a semi-micro balance was used) in 50 ml.

water and the normalities calculated from the value

of the molecular weight found. The other solutions

in the L and M series were prepared by successive

iilutions of 25 ml. to 50 ml* Conductivity water

was used for all solutions and, of course, all the

volumetric apparatus was carefully calibrated.

The accuracy of the procedure employed was shown

do be sufficiently satisfactory by measurements of the

Conductivities of solutions of hydrochloric acid,

prepared and standardised in exactly the same way,
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i.e. using the same pipettes and flasks, and titrating

the concentrated solutions with the same alkali.

9->Fromoohenanthreno*3*»aulnhonic aciu.

Since more of this acid was available, it was

possible to make 30 ml. of a concentrated solution,

standardise it, and dilute 5 ml. to 50 ml. and 250 ml,

These stock solutions were called A, B, and C res¬

pectively. The A series of solutions was obtained

by successive allutions of 5 ml. to 10 ml. Jach

member of the B and C series were obtained separately

by suitable dilution of the stock solutions, a higher

accuracy being attained hare since there is no

additive error. The 1) series was prepared from a

separate concentrated solution of acid prepared by

J. Hope, followed by dilution as in the B ana C series.

o-Toluene dulohonic Aciu.

The method of preparing solutions of this acid

was similar to that used for 9-broinophenanthren e-3-

sulphonic acid. The concentrations of solutions

A, B, C, D, &, XT, H, I, J, K, were found by direct

titration with barium hydroxide, since Bolam and Hope

used this substance. Solutions and were stock

solutions.being diluted in the same way as solutions

3, G, and I) in the 9-bromo acid series.
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Jtandarujgation of bolutiona.

Sodium hydroxide was chosen for the titration of

these acid solutions, being profarati® to barium

hydroxide since the heavy precipitate of barium
{2 K

aulphoriate introduces error (Bolam and Hope ).

Owing to the limited quantity of th© phenanthren©

acids available, standardisation was performed with

as little material a® possible. The sodium hydroxide

was therefore made approximately 0*04M so that 2 ml.

of the concentrated solutions gave suitable titres,

i.e. above 10 ml. The alkali was standardised with

potassium hydrogen phthalate (Hopkin and Williams,

"Analar" brand).

The solution to be titrated was always diluted to

approximately the same volume, heated to about 5Q*C.

and 2 drops of phenolphthalion audod. ,/hen the end-

point was nearly reached the solution was again heated

to about 50°C. and the titration finished.

It was found possible to titrate to a very pals

pink colour which persisted for a minute or longer.

The reasons for heating to 50°C. were;*

(!) precipitation of the souiura salt of the 9-bromo

acid was completely prevented and that of the

IQ-teromo aciu largely prevented, only a small

amount being formed which uid not affect the end-point.

(2) interference from atmospheric carbon dioxide was

very markedly reduced. Since no fading occurred
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in one minute and excellent concordance was

obtained during standardisation, it was con¬

sidered unnecessary to pass carbon dioxide-free

nitrogen through the titration flask, &a was

done by Bolam and Hope.
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FIGURE 1.
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OSCILLATOR
VRj,=/r*\fi-(FKe.<f"tNt.yConMol) 2.0,000-rt-
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W&ASmWMT OF TM COH-DUCfXYXTY OF AC IJ SOLOTIOJfS,

The apparatus for measuring conductivities con¬

sisted of a metre-wire ana resistance boa forming

throe arms of a .»haatstone network, while the cell

gave the fourth. The hesign of the sliding contact

(Fig.l) enaoleu its position to be estimated to X

Alternating current of frequency 1000 cycles/seconu

was supplied by a valve oscillator (see below) and

the balance-point found at first with telephones and

later with an A.F. amplifier (below). In order to

earth the phones, an adaptation of the .Vagner ground

was used, consisting of two resistances of 1000 ohma,

the centre point being earthed to the chassis of the

oscillator. This procedure proved to be entirely

satisfactory for all measurements, as these wevre

carried out as far as possible at the centre point of

the bridge, where the null-point could be obtained

very sharply.

Valve Oscillator.

A resistance capacity phase-shift oscillator

(Fig.2), tne circuit of which was designed by d.dcotti
wsa built to supply the audio-frequency signals ana

rossesaes trie following auvantages

(1) Very good waveform.

(2) easily variable frequency.

(3) ho special components needed.
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Brld£g ...gptifier.

In order to improve trie sensitivity of the briug|»
ana reduce the interference from extraneous sauna, a

bridge amplifier was employed. (Fig.3). This was a

simple two vulva A.F, amplifier with resistance

capacity coupling between the v&lvee ana also to the

phones. The valves used were (1) an 3.?.61 strapped

as a trioue and (2) a 8 J.5. The input from the

bridge was coupled to the first valve by means of a

1:5 transformer, the secondary of which was connected

across a f megohm potentiometer which served as a

volume control.

Since tiis above amplifier was run off the same

power unit aa the oscillator it was found necessary

to decouple the H.T. supply with a 5000 ohms res istor

and. a 16^ P. condenser. This adequately prevented
oscillating signals coming uirect from the oscillator.

With the above bridge network etc. it was found

that resistance measurements could be mauo vary

accurately and wore reproaucable to within 0*1%

Priure calibration.

The variable resistance waa made by Pye & Co., anfi

consisted'of mang&nin coila. The bridge was calibrated

against a (l-ambxeLl Cla.s B resistance box (accurate to

0*1$) and the true ratio plotted against the bridge

reading. This calibration covered about 30 cm., although
readings in the conuuctivity experiments were carried
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out aa far aa possible at the miu-point.

.:<xperitaental Conuitions.

A water-thermostat raaintainea at 18°C. was used

for both conductivity arid viscosity measurements.

The tank was made entirely of copper except for the

front which was fitted with glass. The heater, of

the spaas type, was inserted through a hoi® in the

hack, ana near to the stirrer, so that efficient

circulation was maintained. The temperature was

kept constant by means of a Townson and Mercer Thermo

Regulator wfark III (which is of the toluol-mercury

type) used in conjunction with a Sunvic relay control<

The thermometer, wuich was catibrateu against a is ,?.L,

standard thermometer, was graduated in 0*01®C. and the

thermostat was easily regulated to 18 +, 0*02°C.

during hot weather when the room temperature was close

to, or above 18°C. the thermostat was cooled down by

passing cold water from the tap through a copper spiral

in the tank. By regulating tne flow of water the

temperature was kept within the same limits of accuracy.

In extremely hot weather the water was first circulate

through another spiral immersed in water cooled by the

addition of ice to about !4°C.

All measurements were carried out in aubdued

artificial light as all these pnonantnreno auiphonio

acias are light sensitive, especially when in solution
(10)
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Conductivity .t'ater.

Starting with good quality distilled water of

specific conductivity about 2 gemtnhos, conductivity
(11)

water was prepax-ed in a Vogel and Jeffrey still,

which is designed to give "equilibrium" water of

specific conductivity 0*75 gemmhos at 18°C. fhe still

was operated employing the modification followed by
(2)

Bolam and Hope who found erratic behaviour when the

still was operated as specified by the designers.

Thus, instead of running the still at a slightly re¬

duced pressure, ..urified nitrogen was continuously

passed through, giving a pressure slightly above atmos¬

pheric. A sample of eacn preparation was tested for

conductivity in a large cell of the Hartley type similax*
(12)

t.o that employed by Howell and Handford and the

water used only if the specific conductivity was 1

gemraho or less.

In the later work the more convenient and rapid

method of "mixed bed deionisation" was employed as

(13)
recommended by Javies.

The exchange resins 111.120 (cationic) and IBA-400

(amionic) are obtained from the manufacturers (Rohm

and Haas, & Go.) in the souium and the chloride foims

respectively and, therefore, require to be converted

to the hydrogen and hydroxy! forms. 15 mis. of IH.120

were treated twice with 10/ hydrochloric acid solution

and washed thoroughly each time with distilled water.

30 ml. of IRA-400 were treated twice with lOjfe sodium

lyuroxiue, again washing each time with distilled water.
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The two rosins were then mixes to form a column,

50 cms. long ana 1 cm. in diameter, in a pyrex tube,

the column being supported on platinum guaz©. Some

difficulty was experienced in mixing the resins owing

to the large difference in aenaity between the t*o.

^he metnod eventually employed was to adu araail amounts

of the IRA 400 resin to the tube filled with distilled

water followed by half the quantity of the IH.12Q,

By allowing a suitable interval cf time to elapse

between additions it was founu possible to got the

resins well mixed. Jistilled water was siphoned into

the column from a bottle and the purified water

collected in a Jena-glass bottle. Samples could be

drawn off at any time by means of a siphon (Fig.4}.

At first the distilled water was boiled to remove

Carbon dioxide and stored in the bottle protected fro$

atmospheric carbon uioxiue by a soca lime tower, with

a view to prolonging the life of the column. aventuaf.1 In¬

ordinary distilled water was employed, and aftor collec¬

ting many litres of conductivity water the efficiency

of the column appears unaf'iectad.

as ''equilibrium*' watar was sufficiently pure for

the purposes in view, no precautions to exclude

itmospheric carbon aioxiue from the receiver were ta^en.

The conductivity water was collected at a rata of

LOO-200 mis.per hour and had a conductivity close to

the equilibrium value (0* 7 - 0*75 x 10 r.o.).

*11 solutions were prepared from conductivity wat sr,
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3 tan dap a J ■ o ta a a i uia ;h 1 v r i u & Solutions.

All constants wore determined throughout this

work with 0*1 or 0*01 "dema!" potassium chloride

solutions (0*1 or 0*01 equivalents psr decimetre

at Q°C.)t as recommended by Parker and Parker^14^and
( lb )

later by Jones and Bradahaw; who obtained slightly

different values fox1 the specific conuuctancss, namely it-

Solution 0*1 D Sp.Cond. 0*01116?

0*01 J at 16°C. 0*001220&.

"Analar" potassium Chloride, as supplied by

Hopkln & Jilliams was employed. Without any further

purification the chloride was dried by heating in a

porcelain baain exposed uirectly to a Punaen flame.

The material at the bottom became partially fused.

After cooling in a desiccator, chloride was removed

from the top as required.

7*4790 gm. or 0*7463 gm. ox potassium chloride

were weighed out ana transferred to a clean, dry and

weighed litre standard i'laak (Pyre*}. weights

corresponding to the -weight of the flask plus chloride

and 1000 g. were then put on the pan ana conauctivity

water adaed until exact balance was obtained.

wonductIvlty -el la.

Sell 1.

This coll, (used only in the case of the 10-bromo

dciu} shown in Fig.5, was naue of boro-silicate glass.
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The surfaces of tae electrodes, which were approximately

I square centimetre in area and I cm. apart, were

coated with platinum black. In using this cell the

procedure adopted by Bo lam and Hop© was largely fol¬

lowed. After thorough washing with conductivity

water, the two halves of the cell were ta,ven apart

ana the glass surfaces washed and dried with pur®

absolute alcohol. As there was only 1-2 rala, of

experimental solution available for washing, the

electrodes only were washed with this. The call was

then filled with approximately 5 ml. of solution and

the measurement of its resistance carried out as

describe^. The cell constant was determined, with

0*1 denial potassium chloride, after each reading with¬

out taking the cell apart, to avoid displacement of

the electrodes since as long as the cell was left in¬

tact the value remained constant. The actual values

ranged from 0*8571 to 0*8864.

during measurements with concentrated solutions

and also 0»1 deiaal potassium chloride, it was found thjat
the balance-point was not sharp with normal values of

capacity in parallel with the resistance box, dven-

u&lly it was discovered that if very large capacities

mm employed the balance point could be obtained

perfectly snarply. d'ith 0*1 ueraal potassium cr.loride

solution in the ceil, a capacity of 0*025 /e p was

required. On carrying out check determinations with
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hydrochloric acid solutions the curve obtained (Fig.

14), by plotting the equivalent conuuctance

against the normality, had a different slope from
{16)

that oi the correct curve which it crossed at abou

ys = CK25.Th@ discrepancy may be airaply explained by

polarisation errors. Hie error in cell constant

determinations would toe constant tout that for the

hydrochloric acid solutions would vary. In concen¬

trated solutions the percentage error would toe higher

than the error in the cell constant values and, there¬

fore, the results would be lower than the true values

.hen more dilute solutions are toeing examined, the

error would toe less than that, in the value of the cell

constant and the final result higher.

The cell constant was then measured, several times

with 0*01 desaal and 0*1 u etna I potassium Chloride

solution used alternatively and the values were found

to differ toy about 2%t the value obtained with 0*01

demal being always lower. although some of this

discrepancy might toe ascribed to parasitic currents
(IV)

present in cells with dipping electrodes, it is

extremely unlikely that such currents would give an

effect greater than 0*5^, and certainly would not

necessitate the use of a large capacity to sharpen the

balance point.

It was also observed that as the resistance of

he solution under examination decreased, the condense
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setting increased rapidly, and that the resistance

changed with varying frequency, toeing lower a© the

frequency increased.

All the above points indicated that polarisation

affects were present and agree with the observations

of Jones and Bollinger!1S^ These workers find that

for any one solution there is, with varying distance

between the electrodes, a constant polarisation

resistance and capacity in series with the true

resistance. If, therefore, the electrodes in this

cell were placed further apart the relative percentage

error would toe reduced correspondingly. The alter¬

native for getting the correct value for the con¬

ductivity is to correct for polarisation toy raeasuring

the resistance at various frequencies, plotting E

against , where u> is the frequency, and extrapolating

to Infinite frequency. Since, howaver, the cell waa

inconvenient to use in as much aa the cell constant

required to toe dote mined after each measurement, it

was decided to construct cells with electrodes

suitably placed for use in concentrated solutions

(see cells 2, 3, 4 and 5 below).

'idjoration. Using call 1 abnormally low results were

obtained at concentrations of the 10-bromo aciu below

about 0•002 N. Experiment soon showed this affect to

>e tho consequence of adsorption on the platinised

dlectrodeo. Table I (below) shows results obtained bf



refilling the cell without taking it apart and

washing. Also in the tat?Is are shown values obtained

by measurement first in a cell with bright platinum

electrodes (cell 6, see below) and, then in cell 1.

The pronounced drop obtained can only be explained by

adsorption.

An experiment carried out with 9-broinophenanthrene-

3-sulphonic acid gave similar results, adsorption

effects showing up markedly. hefilling call 6 had

no effect on the conductivity.

In view of these observations it was decided to

employ cell 6 for all very dilute solutions.
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TABLiS I.

10-Bromophenanthrene**3**8ulphonie Acid.

Sell No. Appro*.Cone. Cell Const. Resistance Spec.Gond. x 104

1 O.OOl 0*8864 2833 3*136

If » N 2631 3*376

II ft ft 2540 3*498

N ft it 2510 3*539

ft ft f* 2500 3*554

6 0*0009 0*6191 2113 2*930

1 n 0*8665 3201 2*705

9-Bromopiienanthr©iie-3«oulphonic Acid •

1 0*0009 0*6301 2984 2*783

1 ft « 2868 2*895

1 H M 2822 2*943

1 ft M 2820 2*945

6 ft 0*6191 2096 2*954
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Cells 2. 3. 4 ami 5.

These cells were made as shown in Fig.5, follow*
(19)

ing the design of Jones and Bollinger. The ceil

constants, 2 * 16*34, 3 * 15*96, 4 « 13*32, and

6 3 13*32, were measured with 0*1 denial potassium

chloride in every case. The electrodes, unplatiniaec.

in cell 2 (fox" medium concentrations} and coated with

black platin am in cells 3, 4, and 5 (for high concen¬

trations) were approximately I cm. in diameter and

7 cm. apart. Jhen full these cells held about 6 ml,

of solution. Before use they wore washed well with

distilled water and dried out using "Analar"' acetone,

and than washed twice with small quantities of the

solution under examination. Apart from a few results

obtained in very concentrated solutions of p-toluene

ouiphonic acid, there was no evidence of polarisation.

Ce11 6.

This cell, (Fig.5) which is of the pipette type,

tiad bright platinum electrodes. The error involved i
(20)

using this call, due to parasitic currents, was small

ha measurements with hydrochloric acid and p-toluene

suiphonic acid agreed well with previous work (see

Jiscuasion),

The cell was washed with conductivity water, then

absolute alcohol,and cried. After washing it twice

with small quantities of solution it was filled and the
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conductance of the solution determined.

The cell constant was determined with 0*01

jdesval potassium chloride solution as 0*1 dera&l

iintroduced polarisation errors. The value was G-6191.
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CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOE ACIDS

TABLE 2.

Conauetivitz/ hydrochloric acid at 18°C.

S AT
Cell

Constant
Capacity Spec.C|nd.

x 10 A
A1 0*946

«

0 *9725 0*8742 1*0 2652*0 280.2

A1 0*946 0-9725 15*96 0*006 2842*0 300*4

A2 0*4723 0*6871 t* 0 *004 1542*0 326*6

a3 0*2362 0*4860 0*0015 803*7 340*2

h 0*1892 0*4349 « 0*001 649*0 343*0

h 0*1892 0*4349 0*8725 0*1 634 *9 335*6

A4 0*1181 0*3436 15*96 0*001 412*0 348*8

B2 0*09446 0*3073 0*8709 0*1 330*1 349*4

a5 0*05905 0*2430 15*96 0*001 211*1 357*6

B3 0*0471? 0*2172 0*8665 0*05 169*4 359*5

h 0*01892 0*1376 0*8794 0*001 69*51 367*3

Cl 0*01892 0*1376 15*96 <0*001 68*96 364*3

ci 0*01892 0*1376 16*34 w 68*71 363*3

r*i

2 0*009446 0*09719 16*34 ff 34*76 368*0

0*004730 0*06877 0 *8844 14 17 *64 373*0

C3 0*004717 0*06868 16*34 W 17*53 371-8

D2 0*002363 0*04861 0*8856 14 8*919 377*7

SI 0*002357 0*04855 0*6191 41 8*832 374*5

>5 0*001179 0*03434 0*8864 fl 4*472 379*4

s2 0*001178 0*03433 0*6191 M 4*423 375*4

11 0*0007070 0*02659 0*6191 SI 2-666 377*2

D4 0*0005885 0*02426 0*8856 II 2*265 385*0
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TABL-& 3.

Conductivity 3«toluene sulphonlc acid at 18°0.

s JW
Cell

Constant
Capacity

/4T
Spec.Cand.

x 10* A
A X • 160 1-077 13*21 0-005 2315 199.5

H 0.8910 0-9438 tt 0-004 1990 223 • 5

b 0'6941 0-8331 ft 0-0035 1672 240-9

I 0-3961 0-6293 H 0-003 1072 271-1

C 0 *2777 0-5270 tt 0-0025 791-0 284-9

J 0-2063 0-4541 It <0-001 605 -3 293-4
i

D 0*09692 0-3113 « tt 298 -8 308-4

F 0-03982 0-1995 II t» tt 127-1 319-0

Kl 0-02982 0-1727 tt M 96-36 323-1

Kl 0.02982 0-1727 16-34 tt 96-07 322-2

K2 0-02392 0-1537 ft 77-82 325-3

n 0-01991 0-1441 « ft 64 -95 326-1

0-01491 0-1221 31 tt 48-95 328-2

0-01119 0-1091 ft tt 36-92 329-8

K4 0.008946 0-09458 « a 29-61 331-0

*5 0-005982 0-07741 tt a 20-00 333-3

®2 0-005595 0 -07480 « »i 18 -60 332-3

*6 0 *004484 0-06696 tt 14 -95 333-5

k7 0-002990 0-05467 0-6191 a 10-05 336-1

°3 0 *002240 0-04733 t* it 7 -530 336-0

K8 0-001495 0-03666 tt 19 5-046 337-7

K9 0*001196 0-03455 « ft 4 -044 338-2

%> 0*0008373 0-02893 n It 2-833 338-4

K11 0*0005981 0-02445 fi ft 2-104 338*6

K12 0-0004788 0-02188 11 tt 1-625 339*5
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TAB 53 4.

Oonauctivity 9-iu-o.nopaenan tax-one-3-a ulpfaonic aciu at 16°0.

B 7N
Cell

Constant
Capacity

/xF
Cpec.Cpnu.

x 1Q» A
4 0*2828 0*5317 13*21 0*002 4517 159*7

u 0.1417 0*3764 ft 0*001 2496 176*2

*2 0*07098 0*2665 ft
- 1482 208*8

^3 0*03556 0 * 1885 « 941*0 264*7

0*02829 0*1682 ft
- 814-5 287*9

1 0*02829 0*1682 16*34 614*7 288*0

h 0*01982 0*1408 »
- 618*7 312-2

*2 0*01417 0*1190 91
- 455-4 321*4

:33 0*01131 0*1064 H
mm 366-1 323*6

: '4 0*007911 0*06894 n
- 258-5 326*7

<: 0*005659 0*07521 X
m 185-7 328*4

✓ 0*005659 0*07521 0-6191 0*003 185-6 328*2

'1 0*003959 0*06291 16-34 m 130*6 329*7 :

'1 0*003959 0*06291 0-6191 0*002 130*4 329*4 G5-£ 5

Dl 0*002963 0*05444 » 0*001 97*82 330*3 '
-

-2 0*002827 0*05316 it 0*001 93*52 330*9 1

-3 0*002264 0*04758 »t
- 75*27 332*5

>2 0*001778 0*04217 n
- 58-96 331*5 7.

'4 0*001132 0*03365 tt
mm 37*80 333*9 A-;.'s

^3 0*000889 0*02982 n
mm 29 *56 332-1

-■/.

'5 0*0005660 0*02379 »
- 18 *91 334-2 A

34 0*0004445 0*02108 «
- 14 *83 333-6 L ' '

ifi 0*0003387 0*01477 t*
- 11*36 335*2
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TABLS &.

Conductivity lG-£roinophanantnrono-3-aul3honic acid at 18°0.

Jf J*
Cell

Constant
Capacity
^ P

Spec.CQna.
x 105 A

A1 0-2197 0-4688 0-8742 0*1 4371 198-8

4l 0-1613 0-4017 15-96 m 3296 204-4

a2 0-1097 0-3312 0-87 78 0-05 2349 214-1

»") 0-08051 0-2837 13-32 «■» 1808 224 -5

A3 0-05478 0-2340 0-8571 0-025 1386 253-2

•3 0-03220 0-1794 13-32 •» 939-2 291-7

-4 0-02734 0-1653 0-8590 0-01 828-5 303-1

I 0-02422 0-1556 16-34 < 0-001 747-9 308 - 7

P1 0-01923 0-1387 H
Ml 602-7 313-4

(
I 0-01497 0-1223 t» 475-0 317-2

p2 0-009600 0-0979*5 ft 309-9 322-8

C2 0-007473 0-08643 f*
M» 242-1 324-1

P3 0-004793 0-06923 »
- 157-0 327-5

C3 0-003731 0-06110 1 w 122-6 328-&

h 0-002986 0-06464 0.6191 0-001 98-57 330-1

K 0-002202 0-04692 n < 0-G01 72-98 331-5

L2 0-001493 0-03864 H
- 49-42 331-0

0 *001012 0-03182 it
- 33-77 333-8

L3 0*0007465 0-02732 ft
- 24 -85 333-0

&*2 0-0005060 0-02250 n
tm 16-90 334.1
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MffiAStJBSaBaiT OF THIS OOiiDtXiTIVITY OF SALT SOLUTIONS.

The oscillator, amplifier, .iagner earth and

thermostat are described In the previous section.

In order to improve the accuracy and aaee of a

resistance detei'mination a Leeds and Lortnrup Bridge

(5 metres) replaced the metre wire ana was permanently

set at the mid-point. A new Cambridge Low Inductance

Jecade resistance Box covering the range 0*002 - II,I

ohms enablau readings below 1000 ohms to be carried

out accurately without altering the setting of the

bridge. ^he accuracy of each resistance actually

used was better than 0*05^.

Cells.

In conuuctivity measurements on dilute salt

solutions the water contact ion becomes very important

anu must be known accurately. This involves not only

the preparation of vary good conductivity water but

also a method which keeps the correction constant.

'The most satisfactory cell for work of this nature is
(1?)

the Shedlovsky flask-cell. A slightly raodified

version of this cell was therefore employed for all

measurements below a specific conductivity of about
-4 -1

*6 x 10 ohm.

The cell (Fig.6) was constructed entirely of

pyrex glass. Bright platinum electrodes were useu to

4void adsorption errors, and contact with the electrode
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F I GURE6.
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made by means of mercury contained in two sice arms.

By opening tap and closing ?2 purl lied nitrogen

could be passed through the solution, which was

protected from the atmosphere by a guard train of

sofnolite and sulphuric acta, attached to the flask

with a grouna-glass socket in place of tne cap.

Splashing was prevented to a very great extent by a

piece of platinum gauze suitably placed in the flask,

'while the gas was still passing the ground-glass cap

was quickly put on ana tap 7^ closed. This aaalea
the cell completely from the air. Tne cell could

then be filled with solution from the flask by opening

tap Tg, thus equalising tho pressure on both sides.
The cell constant was determined by comparison

with ceil 6, -and remained constant at 0*03293.

For the measurement of the conductivity of

solutions having a specific conductivity abova
-4 -1

1*5 x 10 ohms , cell 6 (see p.46 ) was used.

dpnuuctivlty, -dtter.,,.

The water from the resin column was collected in

the same receiver as before, but now fitted with a

third tube through which nitrogen was passed. The

nitrogen was purified by passage through a train con¬

sisting of sulphuric acid, concentrated potassium

aydroxide solution, two tubes packed with sofnolita,

a tube packed with glass wool, ana finally a wash bott

Containing conauctivity water to saturate the gas with
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water vapour. The water was atoraa in the receiver

which was sealed with a ground-glass stopper* samples

were drawn off by means of a siphon, air purified by

a small guard train of sulphuric acid and soda-lime,

being admitted through the same tube as that, through

which nitrogen waa passed. By this pip cedure, water
-6 -1

of specific conductivity of 0*4 - Q»6 x 10 ohma

was obtained. This water was employed for making

the initial salt solutions but in the case of measured

msnts with the flask-cell further purification was

effected as described below.

Paterials.

Potas iwa dhloriue . "Analar" potassium chioriue

(Hopkin & Williams) was employed as before (p.40).

Sodium 9-Bromo0henanthrene-3-aulphonate. The pure

aeia was titrated with sodium hyaroxiue at about

50°G. On cooling, the salt separated out as a curdy

white precipitate. This was collected in a sintered

biases crucible and recrystallised twice from water.

After drying in the air overnight the salt was further

dried, in a drying pistol, for 4 hoius in vacuo over

?20ft at 200*C. to remove all water. The salt was

.stored in a stoppered pyrex tube in a desiccator and

redried for 2 hours each time before use.

ijtodl j um Phenan throne -3-aul phonate. waa prepared and purl-*

ried as described for aouium-S-bromophenanthrene-S-aulphonate
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3oa 1um I0-Bromopn.eflant.nre<ie-3-eul .uionata. The salt

was obtained by titration as above. Sine© only a

very small amount of acid was available, the salt waa

not recrystallieod but washed 3 times with assail

amounts of conauctivity water. The 3alt was dried

at 200*C. in vacuo over ?gOB in a pyrex. tub© as above

Goner 1 rocedure.

A known weight of the pure salt was placed in a

weighed Jena glass bottle which had been thoroughly

cleaned, rinaad with condtict ivity water and dried in

an oven. A quantity of conductivity water was added

to the bottle and the whole weighed, /her. the solid

had dissolved - warming was required in the case of

the 9-broaio salt - the solution was transferred to a

weight burette and kept in an air thermostat at a

temperature, somewhat above 18*0. A portion of the

solution was placed in call 6 anu the conductivity

measured. In calculating the normality of this stock

solution and that of any solution preparea from it, the

density was assumed to be the same as that of pure

water at 18*0.

A series of solutions were prepared from each

stock solution by weight dilution in the flask-cell.

The cell was cleaned with chromic acid, washed with

vster ana then steamed out for several hours. It was

dried with alcohol and ether ana weighed empty. After

washing three times with conductivity water, about
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100 g. of water wore added and nitrogen passed through

for 2 hours, when a steady value of conductivity was

obtained. The cell and contents were then reweighed

The specific conductivity of the water was next

measured at 18°C. and the water was used only if a

value between 0»1 and 0*4 x 10**^ ohaswas obtained.

Known weights of the stock solution were quickly

added frora the weight burette and nitrogen passed

through the cell for- a further 30 minutes. During

the last operation the electrode compartment was

washed out with solution four times by opening tap 7%
It waa found that when no addition of solution was

made and the cap of the cell retaoved for approximately

the same period of time required for the audition of

a portion of stock solution, passage of nitrogen for

30 minutes restored the ©pacific conductivity of the

water to the original value. The water correction

was thus kept constant except for a alight variation

iue to the initial solution being rnaue up with aomewhal

Inferior water. This however, could be safely regarded

as negligible.

As a check of the technique, a test run was made

with a series of concentration© of potassium cnlorido

see Discussion).

Some measurements, (solutions Dy, F7, Fg, O7 and
) were made in coll 6. These solutions were pre¬

pared from the appropriate stock solution in a Jena
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glass bottle, by weight dilution, water of the same

purity as in the stock solution being used for the

dilution. Stock solutions aie designated by letters

without subscripts.

The concentrations of solutions ,11 and H were

measured by oraporating weighed amounts of the

solutions to dryness and weighing the resultant solid

after drying it at 200* over ?g0§ in vacuo. in a

drying pistol.
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CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOH SACTS -

£ATLC 6.

Conduct ivit:; .'otasajtura Chloriae at 10°.,.

£1 X I04 y* x io2
Cell

constant
Spec .Cend.

x 10 A
A 64 ♦ 76 8*047 0*6191 8*000 123*6

A1 8-660 2*94.3 0*03293 1*102 127*3

BI 8*260 2*874 ft 1*051 127*3

Ba 6*114 2*473 tf 0*7791 127*7

A2 5*671 2*381 « 0*7229 127*5

B3 4*480 2*117 0*5725 127*8

A3 3*602 1*898 tt 0*4600 127*8

B4 3*190 1*766 H 0*4061 128*0

E5 2*199 1*483 fl 0*2821 128*3

A4 1*857 1 *363 » 0*2385' 128*4

B6 1*221 1*105 r» 0*1570 128*6

"1 0*7173 0*8467 *« 0*09225 128*6

AS 0*6784 0*8235 w 0*08784 129*5
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TABLE 7.

Conductivity SodjUgn 9-Brotnophenanth-rane-^aulglionate at 18°C.

M x 103 Jm x 10£
veil

Constant
Cpec.Cond.

X 10* A
J 3*883 6*230 Q*61©1 2*825 65*04

; » 3*812 6*173 If 2*472 64*86

D7 3*256 5*705 if 2*123 65*20

Jg 2*600 5 * 099 tt 1*694 65*14

Eg 2*320 4*817 0*03293 1*507 64 *94

'•■7 1*705 4*130 It 1*102 64 * 63

Dg 1 *69© 4*122 tl 1*098 64*65

B4 1*255 3*542 *t 0*8086 64 *43

^5 1*243 3*526 ft 0*3000 64*36

J'4 0*7364 2*713 » 0 4718 64*06

•% 0*6115 2*473 ft 0*3920 64*10

0*34 53 1*858 It 0*2206 63*89

£ 0*1970 1*404 f» 0*1263 64 • 11

% 0*1254 1*120 n 0*08024 64.00

0*1016 1*008 H 0*06512 64*09

S1 0*05257 0*724© It C*03389 64*48
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TAEL5 a.

conductivity Coaiuni Ohonantnrene-3-a ul ,>aonato at 16°G.

$ x 104 TiTx 1Q2
Ga 11

Constant
Gpac. Genet.

x 104 A
F 102 '6 10-13 0 *6191 6-359 61-99

o7 80.69 8 -982 « 5-046 62-53

% 44.73 6-688 « 2-828 63-2.1

F7 32.08 5.664 * 2-031 63-32

% 23*74 4 -S72 0♦03293 1-513 63-74

Og 17 .47 4 .150 tt 1-115 63-83

*b 16.21 4 -026 « 1-035 63-84

Gb 12.46 3-530 H 0-7972 63-99

f4 10.44 3-230 « 0 - 6690 64 -10

% 8-201 2-883 It 0-5272 64-29

% 5-854 2-420 B 0-3771 64-40

G3 4.921 2-219 ft 0-3182 64-66

*2 2-679 1-637 SI 0-1738 64 -86

G2 1-992 1-411 ft 0-1301 65 - 30

fl 1.284 1-133 t* 0-08350 65-16

Gl O.Q271 0-792 tt 0.04119 65 -66
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TaEL^^j

Conauctlvity Qouium 10 ro io -man..',n tJ u-an a - 3 -3 u I~acna t e at 18°G

h x 1C4 J¥ x io2
Call

Constant
apec.Gona.
X 10® A.

H 31 *40 5-602 0-6191 2-008 63-94

Hi 18-09 4 -252 H 1-165 64 -43

H2 8 -976 2 *995 0-03293 0-5730 63-84

h3 6-86S 2-620 0-4368 63-59

H4 4 -997 2-235 « 0-3168 63-40

% 3-010 1 - 736 ft 0-1896 63-00

H6 1-957 1-399 n 0-1227 62-69

H7 1-190 1-091 0-07508 63-13

HS 0-5170 0-7195 < n 0-03284 63-51
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VISCOSITY MxASUiihM&SiTh.

The viscosities of solutions of 10-bromopnenan-

tnreno-3-aulphonic aciu were determined by the method
(21 i

employed by Bolam ana Hope 'for other phen&nthrone

sulphonic acids. Measurements with water ana 39.96>.

sucrose solution were carried out to ensure that the

viscometer, of the Oatwald type, was satisfactory.

This is the case if PoiBeuille*® law hold®, i.e. if

p't - constant,

where p* * the total pressure acting on the liquiu in

the viscometer

and t 3 the time of flow,

also pf 3 h * p,

where h = the mean hydrostatic pressure oi the column

of liquid in the viscometer

and p 3 the extra pressure applied.

For any two values of the excess pressure, p^ ana

pg, the law becomes;
(a + PiJt! 3 (h * p£)t2,

ana t2 being tue respective times of flow
thence p, t, - p.,t«

v<Tl" 3 h ~ constant,ta - ti
The results givon in Tables 10 and 11 show that h

vas reasonably constant, the variation from the mean

being generally not greater than 0 »2y and showing no s

of regularity. In all the tables, p aid h are given

cm. of water at room temperature.
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TABLiS 10.

Viacoeaotrlo data for water at 18UC«

P re a sure Time Mean h0 Variation
(seconds) from mean

0 198 *0
0 198*2
0 198*1

9 *455 140*7 23*17 - 0*05
12*110 130*2 23*21 23*22 - 0*01
13*446 125-4 23*20 - 0*02
15*505 113-8 23*24 + 0.02
16*750 115-2 23 *27 + 0*05
17-792 112-2 23*24 + 0 *02

0 199*5
0 199*6
0 199*6

12- 37.1 129*6 23*01 + 0*04
12*458 129*3 22*92 22*97 - 0*05
22*561 100*7 22*97 0*00
22•627 100*5 22*99 + 0*02

TABLE 11,

Viecometrlc data for aucroae solution (30-98. ) at 16**.

Pressure Time a Mean h Variation
from mean

0 1060-4
0 1060*6
0 1059*9

12*331 730-0 27-24 - 0-01
16-044 668 -0 27-33 + 0-08
16-450 659 -4 27-05 - 0-20
18 -412 632-7 27 -23 - 0-02
38-174 441 -9 27-26 27-25 + o-oi
38-181 442-0 27-28 + 0-03
38 -283 443-5 27-52 + 0-27
36 -891 437-4 27-29 + 0-04
39-226 434 -3 27-54 + 0-28
52 '290 362 3 27-13 - 0*12
63-822 3167 27-17 - 0-08
77 -326 277-2 27-36 + 0-11
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Calculation of ...ielative Viscosity.

The values of relative viscosity {^), given in

Table 13, wore calculated from the equation *

X 3.. =5 ^ SS t h
1 o toh0

where Ts 12 viscosity of solution

Xo ™ viscosity of water

tc s time of alow of water without extra
pressure

ii0 3 aean hydrostatic pressure of water

h ~ mean hyurost&tic pressure of solution

Two values of h0to are shown, as during the course

of measurements the viscometer was broken, ana it was

necessary to redetermine h0t0 after repair. The

value of t0 was checked frequently during the course
of the work. BoIam and Hope Cloc.clt.) found that

the value of h, for solution© of the phen&nthrene

aulphonic acids, was given to within 0*1%. by the

formula h = h0 * k*U* The data for the iO-bromo acid
shown in Table 12 give k « 3*10 for solution «, (before

reakage} and k * 3'28 for solution ^ (after breakage)

The lootaer value was u»od to calculate h for eeries At
3 and M, and the latter for series h in Table 13.

Pol am and Hope found the value to be 3*10 for the 9-

>romo aciu, using the same viscometer (before breakage)
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Viscosity Jata for IQ-'irorio ihonanthreng«»3«.3ulphonic Acid.

TABLiS 12,

Solution A Mormality * 0*219? t0 - U'8 a h0 « 23*22
Pr«saure Time h Mean h Variation

from mo&n

0 284*3
0 254.7

10 .898 175 *0 23*96 + 0 *06
10«982 174*5 23*86 - 0*04
23»59 127*9 23*82 23*90 - 0*08
23«66 127*8 23*85 - 0*05
60*23 72*4 23*93 + 0*03
62*28 70*8 23*98 + 0*08

Solution normality - 0*1613 t0 - 199 •6 hQ * 22*97
0 238*6
0 238*6

13*41 151*9 23*51 0*01
13-30 152*2 23*45 23*50 - 0*05
26*60 112*0 23 *54 * 0 *04
26 *56 112*0 23*49 • 0*01

TABhS 13.

M a t %

Ai 0*2197 0*4688 25*90 254*6 4600 1*323

h 0*1613 0*401? 23*50 238*6 4585 1*223

Ag 0*1097 0*3312 £3*56 221*4 4600 1*134

A3 0*05478 0*2340 £3*39 208*0 a 1*058

% 0*03220 0*1794 23*07 204*4 4585 1*028

*1 0*02422 0*1556 23*29 201*0 4600 1*019

®1 0*01750 0*1323 23*28 200*2 R 1*013

*2 0*01210 0•1100 23*26 199-8 It 1*010
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XMT^CTIQH 01 SULPHQdATKb dlTH

6 G.

'Preliminary experiment a were carried out on

mixtures containing rnouamine 6 G. in constant con¬

centration and varying amount of 9-bromophenanthren&■

3-aulphonic acid. The mixtures were prepared toy

dilution of 1 ml. acid solution with 1 ml. of a dye

solution in pyrex tubes which were then sealed by

heating. The colours of the mixtures, and the

intensities of fluorescence in ultra-violet light were

examined by direct visual observation.

as the concentration increased, the depth of

colour and intensity of fluorescence diminished until

a concentration of about 0*0014 H was reached, after

which they increased again. These changes were

accompanied by the eventual appearance of a red

precipitate in all solutions except the most concen¬

trated (0*0178 a).

Immediately after preparation those mixtures

which gave precipitate on standing, showed a deep

purplish-red colour. Shen sedimentation was complete

the supernatant liquids showed no distinct variation

from the orange colour of the pure dye solution, except

at high concentrations {over 0*01 M) 'where the colour

was definitely more red. The colour of the fluorescence

ihangsd from yellow to orange in the concentrated

rang© of solutions, Juring 12 months no further changes
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in the mixtures were observed.

Similar observations were raaa® on solutions of

phenanthrene-3-aulphonic aciu. A minimum depth of

colour and intensity of fluorescence occurred in the

region of 0-003 S. The colours of the solutions

varied much as described above but the fluorescence

colour was violat-pink in the concentrated solutions

(0-01 U - 0*06 H).

p-Toluene suiphonic acid behaved quite otherwise

Mixtures of concentration varying from 0*000011 M to

0*0528 1 with respect to the acid showed no diffex-ence

in colour or fluorescence from the pure dye solution.

On the basis of these observations it was decided

to study the various phenomena quantitatively by means

of two distinct types of experiments:-

(1) Precipitation .experiment3. in vrnich a dye

solution was mixed with auiphonate solutions.

(2) 8glability xojriments. in which the red

precipitate (the "complex") was kept in con¬

tact with sulphonate solutions.

The resulting solutions, in both types of experi¬

ments, were examined by measurement of their absorption

spectra and intensity of fluorescence as described

below (p. 75 ).

dhodarnine 6 G. for adsorption purposes"

Was the cationlc dye used in this work. On treating



the dye with water, it was found that an insoluble

material was left. A concentrated solution was

therefore prepared, filtered through a sintered-glass

filter, and evaporated to dryness at 1Q0°C. The

resulting solid was employed throughout the work.

Measurements of the absorption spectra and

intensities of fluorescence of pure dye solutions at

various concentrations were carried out, for purposes

of comparison with the results obtained with the

mixtures. The data are given in Tables 14 and 15a

(pp. 79 & 80 ).

PHdCIPITATIOS aXPajHIMhiiTd.

Preparation of -olotions and General rascr! oti on.

9-Bromophenanthrene-3«»d ul ohoni c AcJJ,.
In order to have sufficient solution for deter¬

minations of the absorption spectra and fluorescence

intensities of these mixtures 10 ml. of eacn were

prepared. Known volumes of standard solutions of the

acid were run into pyrex tubas from a 10 ml. burette
I

Eu enough water auaeu to make the volume 9 ml. ineh tube. To eaen solution, 1 ml. of rhodamino 6 G.

lution (0*400 g./l.) was added and the tubes were

Sealed by heating. The tubes were designated - Aj_ g

A^ containing the most concentrated acid solution and

Ajg the pur# dye solution.
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Immediately after preparation all the mixtures

wore quite transparent to the eye, but those which

later gave precipitates were a heap purplish-red

colour, showed the Tyndall effect and exhibited little

or no fluorescence when irradiated with ultra-violet

light.

the tubes were stored in a dark cupboard, and

after 5 weeks, sedimentation being complete* were

opened and the supernatant liquids transferred to
.

other tubes and sealed with rubber stoppers. The

absorption spectra and fluorescence intensities of

these liquids were determined, and the relevant data

are given in Table 16 (p. 81 ), where F » the fluores¬

cence intensity.X max s the wavelength of maximum

absorption and Ktmx, 58 the extinction coefficient at

X max.

This general procedure was used for the aeries

S, C, J and IS, apart from minor difference©.

odium 9-Promoohenanthrone-3-.ulahonate.

The series (Table 17, p.82 ) was prepared

in the manner described above. Precipitate appeared :
!

in all the mixtures af ter 1 da.y) and 4 weeks later the
dupematant liquids were transferred to other tubes.

Prior to precipitation the mixtures were clear and

purplish-red.

x. Or apparently eo.
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g-Bromonhenanthrene-S-Sulphonic Acid and Hyarocnloric

Mi*
The preparation of series - C^g (Table 18,

p.83 ) was carried out in the same way as for the

sulphonic acid above, except that in every tube only

enough water to give 8 ml. of solution was added.

1 ml. of hyuro caloric acid (4*45 l) and 1 ml, of dye

solution (0^398 g./l.) were then added to each tube.
In this case the formation of clear almost non-fluores¬

cein t purplish-red systems was restricted to a much

smaller concentration range than in the absence of

hydrochloric acid. Also precipitation was much more

rapid, complete sedimentation occurring in the course

of 1 day. The supernatant liquids were transferred

after about a week.

'henan threne -3-Sul on on i c Aci d,

*«

p

The series X>x - (Table 19, p. 84 ) was prepare

exactly the same manner as series A, and similar

henomena found to occur. The final aye concentratio

jwas 0*0398 g./l. The clear solutions were separated

fter 2 months.*

oujum henanthrene-3->uIunona t e,

Mixtures (Table 20, p.85 ) were prepared

^s for the series A. The final dye concentration was

•0398 g,/l. The clear liquids were separated after

months,
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10-Bromoahenanthrene-3-'.ulphonic .Acid.

Since there was little acid available the procedure

was modified. A solution of acid was made up by

weight and the normality calculated on the assumption

that the density was 1, giving th® value 0*0722 $.

The density of a 9-bromo acid solution of this normal
{2)

ia 1*008 (Bolara and IIopov ') and assuming th© same

value for th© 10-brosao acid the normality was corrected

to 0*0727 B. To 5 ml. of this solution, 5 ml. of

rhodaunine solution {0*0800 g./l.) were added. 5 ml.

of this mixture were diluted with 5 ml. of another

rhouaaino solution (0*0400 g./l.) and repetition of

th© process gave series • F^g (Table 21, p.86 ).
The mixtures showed th© same phenomena as the

9-bromo acid and after 1 month the clear supernatant

liquids were transferred to other tubes,

A few wooka after th© measurements were carried

out, it was observed that all but solutions Fit F*^,
and were completely colourless and a whit© fungus

lad appeared.

SOLUBILITY iSXPBHXMBNTS

ty

In this group of expsrimenta all the tubes were

storad in the dark, in an air-thermostat controlled to

25° + 0*2°0.
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9-BromQOh8nanthrene-3-^uljhonates.

preparation of -lea Complex.

0*4 g. of 9-bromo acid and 0*1 g* dye were dis¬

solved in 1 litre water. A day later the precipitate

was separated from its mother-liquor in a centrifuge

(2500 r.p.m.). After two washings with small amounts

of water, the complex was extracted with acetone, in

which it is very soluble. The acetone was then

evaporated and the solid dried at 100°C, This solid

was us ad for the experiments with the 9-bromo acid fine,

sodium salt.

doiubjlity experiments.

0*015 g. (for salt aeries, 0*017 g.) of the com¬

plex was dissolved in 25 ml. of acetone. one ml. of

this solution was added to each of 12 pyrex tubas and

the acetone evaporated under diminished pressure,

leaving the complex as a red film on the glass.

A aeries of acid (or salt) solutions were prepared

by diluting known volumes of standard solutions to

12 ral. with water. 10 ml, of each aciu (or salt)

solution were then aaued to 11 of the tubes and 10 ml.

Of water to the 12th. The tubes were sealed with

rubber stopper* and were designated 0j_ - G12 (H^ -
;Tor salt solutions).

After 2 weeks, no further cnanga having been

Observed in the tubes after the first 3-4 days, the
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fluorescence intensities ana absorption spectra were

measured, giving the data recorded in Tables 22, 23,

24 an & 23 (pp * 87 - 9 0 )*

?itenan throne -p-o ul ohonatea

The complex was prepared froia the unsubatituted.

aciu in the manner described for the 9-bromo complex.

galaMJUix.Mssl*issaia -

Films of tho complex were formed in 24 pyrax

tubes from a solution containing 0*020 g. complex in

25 ml, of acetone. Acid and sodium salt solutions

were prepared ao above, and 10 mi. of each added to a

tube, giving the series - I12 (water) for the acid,
Tables 26 and 27 (pp.91 & 92)and J - (water) for

the salt, tables 28 and 29 (pp, 93 & 94).

3plubi,lity of 9 -Brorao Ootapiex at 15°C,

A pyrex tube, containing a film of the 9-brorao

complex &nu 10 ml. of water, was immersed in & water-

thermostat controlled to 153C. ,+ 0*1°. After several

days the absorption spectra and fluorescence intensity

wore measured with the following result®•

X max * 5260 A

& max ® 0 *89

F * 40-4
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I

Fluorescence of Solutions of Complexes.

Dilutions of saturated solutions (25°C.) of the

complexes in water were mad© and tno fluoxeacence

measured. The data are given in table l&b (p. 80).

The method of deriving the concentrations of dye is

described on p. /<$. 5 of the .Discussion.

!CaAaiJ.Hi?JCffltT OF AB3C:t?TIQfi SiHCTHA.

Absorption spectra war© measured with a Hilger

Constant Deviation Wavelength Spectrometer, used in

conjunction with a Hilger-dutting Photometer. The

method of using tnio instrument is described fully by
(22)

Tvvyraan and Allsop, whose general recommendations

we re followed.

In visual spectrophotometry A a remains

constant, where d is the density of the solution as

given by the expression h ~ logio^ ana A u is
the smallest distinguishable change in density. Thus

for accurate work, where must be small, the

^lighest possible density should be employed. However,
In the present instrument, which employs polarising

prisraa, the density scale becomes very cramped above

L'6. As far as possible, therefore, the cells were

so chosen that the maximum density was between 0*2 and

1*5, In all 4 cells were used, of lengths 4 cms.,

*
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IISURBS 7 , 8, & 9,
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1 cm., 0*244 cm., arm Otl cm.

Sheadings were taken over the range of wave lengthy

4500-6000 A at ICO a intervals where trie absorption

was small, ana at 50 a intervals in the neighbourhood

of the peaks. The results are expressed as extinction

coefficients, K » i. log^qI2, , where £ « length of
cell, or as molar extinction coefficients, € * «JL

CI

logjQfS. ( where C concentration in mol ./litre.
The wavelength drum was frequently checked with

an Oaira mercury vapour lamp in place of the pointolite

lamp. with the pointer of the instrument accurately

set on the lino of wavelength 5461 A, the readings

for the other linos were found to bo correct within

3 A.

MSAauattUMT Off F51K>:iSSC.:J^aa IMT^oITY.

Since no high degree of accuracy was desired, the

following visual method, giving results accurate to

within 5/i, was devised.

Two colls (Fig*7), one containing the solution to|
bo examined and the other tho standard dye solution,

were placed in direct lino with tae lenses of a ,elsa

Pulfrich Photometer unit of the horizontal type, by

seans of two supports, firmly attached to the lena-

loldera (Fig.8). iach support consisted of a piece olf
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glass tubing !-§ inches long, one end of which was

passed over the Iens-holder and fixed with pieeene

w&x. Two longitudinal cuts (£ inch long) were made

at the other end of the tube, so that the cell could

be inserted &u shown in the diagram (Fig.8). Since

the cuts were Just large enough to take the filling

tubes of the cell, the position of the coil did not

vary. 7o eliminate extraneous light, a small card-

boa ru box - divided into two sections (one for each

call) by a cardboard partition, and fitted with a lid,

- was attached to the photometer as shown, and the

instrument set up in a darkened comer of tne room.

Ultra-violet light from a Banovia lamp fitted with a

rtooas-glass filter, was passed upward through the

open foot of the box, "he light intensity was kept

nearly constant by maintaining the voltage at 210 V

by a Variac transformer and allowing a fixed time (4

min,} for the lamp to heat. The complete anparatus

is shown diagramatically in Fig.9.

The right-hand coll was filled with a standard dye

solution (0*0326 g./l.) and the cell on the left, with

the solution under examination. with the left-hand

irum of the photometer set at 100, the intensities of

Light were brought to equality by rotating the right-

land drum. Matching was carried out quickly and the

mean of several readings taken. Since the scales of

rheoe drums are iogarithraic, the reading obtained was

directly proportional to the intensity of fluorescence

Of the unknown.
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2*09

4.16

10'5

20.9

52»3

73.1

88.2

105

172

429

5900A

0-12

0-14

5800

0.17

0-26

5700

0.05

0.15

0-23

0-19

5600

0.46

■5»2*&

0.29

0.1s

0.15

0.09

0.31

0-23

0.54

5550

0.96

0.48

0.76

0.40

0.40

0.18

0-54

5500

2.39

1.20

1-14

0.77

0.71

0.67

0.51

3.89

0-70

1-66

5450

2-88

1.92

1.91

1-63

1.1?

1.79

1.77

1>64

5400

3-83

3-84

2.-58

3-64

2.35

3-20

2-97

3-48

2-91

2-68

5350

4.7c

5.53

4«19

4.02

4.07

4.68

4.19

4*52

5*00

3-62

5300

5-74

6-72

5-71

5.45

5.16

5-77

5-65

5.86

6.10

5-81

5250

6.70

7-20

6-95

6.13

6-11

6*38

.6-59

6.16

6-05

6.28

5200

5.26
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5.81

5.35

5.08

5-72
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5-15

5-41

5.35

5150

4.31

4-80
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4.45

4.15
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4-71

5-30

5-13

5100
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2-76

3-30
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6.39
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1*44
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1*82
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2.24

3*24

3.71
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7.46

4900
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0.86

1-53
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2-32

2-97

4-24
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4800

0-24

0-67
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1-01
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1-45
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4500

0-29
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TABLE 15a TABLE 15b

Hhodamlne 6 Q. (Fluorescence ?. Compiexea (I-'luorepceice).

Concn. 6
raol ./litre x 10 . F

100 98

88*2 102

73-1 99

52.3 85

31*4 58*5

20*9 43*2

10*5 24*8

6*54 16*1

4 -16 11*3

2*09 5*4

1*05 3*2

Diln.
Q

Concri. mo I.A. x 10 F

9-Promo Complex

1 27 -0 54.0

0.6 16-2 34.9

0-4 10-8 24.5

0-2 5-40 14.0

0.1 2-70 7.0

Phenan threne-3-5 ul phonate
Comolex

1 62-5 93-5

0.6 37 -5 67.2

0*4 25-0 50.7

0.2 12-5 30.6

0-1 6-25 (18 * 6 )

0*04 2-50 (7.7)
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P3SCIPITATXOM EXPaiHIMSHTS.

TABLa 16.

9 -73romo r>he nag ta ren e-3 -oul Qiao n 1 c Ada.

Concn.
S X 10* </$ X 102

\ ifluorelicence in tt.V.
A max K max f Colour

Ai 792 28*2 5400 6*72 18*5 orange

^2 268 15*1 5400 6*05 66 H

*3 88*0 9*36 5330 1*60 15*1 tl

A4 39*6 6*29 4950 0 »77 5*8 »

A& 20*3 4*50 5330
5050

0*26
0*26

3*2 yellow-orange

Afi 9*90 3*14 5270
4950

00o
o

.

.

o
o

3*9 green-yellow

Af 4*93 2*22 5250
4950

0*18
0*12

4*7 n

Aq 3*96 1*99 5260 0*20 5*7 w

!i9 1*98 1*41 5260 0*45 15*5 #

^10 0*990 0-995 5260 1*19 38*2 H

All 0*493 0*701 5260 2*78 83 yellow

a12 0 0 5260 5-85 100 II

+■ Mo precipitation.
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tabljs 17.

s.oaium 9- rroraophenantnrene-3-*...ul pnonate.

Conon.
19 x 104 JW X 102 X max K max

Fluorescences tn U.V.
F Colour

»i 35 *2 5 *93 4970 2 *10 8 *0 orange

5300 0*92

5550 0*90

Bh 27 *4 5 • 24 5000 1*13 7*0 orange

5500 0*63

b3 19 *6 4 *43 5030 0*35 6*9 yellow-orange

5300 0*34

B4 15*6 3*95 5000 0*34 7*3 green-yellow

5300 0-32

% 11*7 3*42 5300 0*32 7*8 A

b6 7 *72 2*78 5250 G • 42 8*2 ft

B? 5*86 2*42 5250 0*37 9*0 A

% 3*91 1*98 5250 0*37 9*7 «

% 2*93 1*71 5250 0*38 10*4 ft

Bia 1*96 1*40 5260 0*46 13*6 H

Bn 0*978 0*989 5260 1*18 40*6 #t

®12 0*586 0*765 5260 2*55 64*8 yellow

AI2 0 a 5260 5*85 100 yellow

+ &0 precipitation.
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TABLE 18.

9-Bromop;c8nantnrene»3«*CulPhonic itciu and ityurochloric icfcu,.

Concn.
a x io% Js x 102 \max K max

Fluoro scence in U.V.
F Colour

+ Ci 649 25-4 5400 CM•& 16*6 orange

+ C2 325 18 *6 5400 5*15 41 *4 It

+ G3 81 >2 9*04 5400 4*91 90 It

c4 32 *5 5-70 5400 4 • 61 62*3 It

Gb 16 '2 4*04 5400 4*30 11*3 «

Gg 8 >12 2-86 4950 0*70 3*8 H

ev 4-06 2*02 5300 0*06 5*0 green-yellow

c8 3'52 1*88 5280 0*20 6*5 n

G9 1*76 1*33 5270 0*48 16*8 t>

C10 0*880 0*939 5260 2*05 47*6 yellow

G11 0*440 0*664 5260 4 * 09 72*4 ft

G12 0 0 5260 5*07 80

+ a12 0 0 5260 5*85 101 t»

+ Ho precipitation.
V
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TAB IX 19.

Phenantnrene-3-^ulphonic Acia.

Concn.
K x 10 /F x 102 \ !iua K ra&x

Fluorescence in U.v,
F Colour

Di 993 31-5 5380 5.97 69 Fink

^2 496 22«2 5380 5*35 66 w

% 124 11 .1 5380 2*03 33«1 orange

^4 55 #9 7 -48 5350 0*72 17.5 «

% 24*8 4-97 5320 0.57 16.0 ti

^6 12.4 3-52 5300 0 «51 9.3 green-yellow

D? 6-21 2-49 5300 0*46 16-7 n

% 4.96 2-22 5260 0«28 3'9 ?»

% 2 *48 1 «57 5260 0 *29 14'2 «

^0 1.24 I'll 5260 0-53 17-0 tt

D11 0 »620 0 • 789 5260 4 *84 31*4 *#

^12 0 0 5260 5-98 100 yellow

* JSo precipitation.
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TABLiS 20.

Couium .';icnarxtnrar,e-3-~ul ,monate .

Concn •»

E x 104 JE x 102 X m&x K iiiax
Fluorescence in U.V.

F Colour

% 230 15-2 5370 4-05 48 -5 ui lac

H 123 11-1 5370 1 -88 32-4 pink

H 61 *2 7 -84 5320 1.05 21*0 li lac

*4 30.6 5-55 5320 0-76 22-0 greyish-green

% 23*0 4 -81 5300 0-77 12-6 H

% 17.2 4-15 5300 0-70 18-7 M

% 12 • 3 3-51 5280 0-42 19-2 «

% 6*13 2-48 5250 0-03 4-1 W

% 3*06 1-75 5250 0*05 5-3 n

Sio I *83 1-24 5270 0-24 13-8 green-yellow

%i 0-765 0-874 5260 3*03 19-8 yellow

^12 0 0 5260 5*81 102 »

+ Eo precipitation.
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TAB CC 21.

lO^Bromoonenanthrena-3-C.uljjUonic Acid.

Concn»A
H x 104 M a 102 A max K max

Fluorescence in U.V.
F Colour

h 364 19 * 1 5400 5-65 24.3 Orange

F2 182 13.5 5400 3-93 4 *3 yellow

*3 to « o 9.55 5380 0-95 1-6 green

*4 45.5 6-75 5400 0-23 2-0 green

*5 22-7 4.76 5400 0.02 0-9 -

*6 11.4 3-38 5390 0«04 0-9 -

»7 5.70 2.39 mm mm 0-9 -

y8 2»85 1-69 6300 0-07 0-9 -

f9 1*43 1-20 mm mm 0.9 mm

^to 0.713 0-645 5260 0-08 4-8 gre en

Fli 0.357 0-599 5260 4.0 75.2 yellow

*is 0-179 0-423 5260 3.92 93-7 yellow

+ ii'o precipitation.
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S GLtTBI LI TY iSXPC RIKSHT3 .

Q-Bromoohenantarene-S-'Cul phonic Acid (Fluorescence ).

Concn.A
JS x 10 J® k 102

Fluorescence in U.V.
F Colour

°1 660 25.7. 26*6 orange

®2 248 15.8 63*6 H

% 82*5 9.09 14*0 If

*4 48.5 6-96 9-6 yellow-orange

% 32-3 5.68 8*9 green-yellow

*6 16.2 4.02 8 *8 «

°7 8.08 2*84 8*0 ft

% 4.85 2*20 9-6 tf

% 2«42 1*56 12*4 If

ho 1*21 1*10 16-9 #*

hi 0*404 0.635 34.4 n

hz 0 0 54.9 «

+ All complex dissolved.
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i&tlnction
Coefficient
(K).

G1

°2

G3

g4

G5

°6

(J7

%

Gg

G10

G11

G12

6000 5900 5800

0-04

0*08

0*05

5700

0*21

0*16

0*17

0*03

0*02

5600

0-86

0-86

0*46

0*06

0*05

0*01

0*01

0*06

5550

1-68

1*76

0*52

0*11

0*08

0*05

0*02

0*01

0*02

0*04

0*06

0*12

5500

2-99

2-54

0*77

0*17

0*12

0*08

0*06

0*05

0*05

0*09

0*13

0*21

5450

3-90

3-72

0*94

0*23

0*17

0*10

0*08

0*11

0*08

0*16

0*24

0*41

5400

4*84

4-02

1*13

0-30

0*19

0-12

0*11

0*14

0*14

0*22

0*39

0*81

5350

4•75

3-86

1*14

0*31

0*23

0*16

0*13

0*16

0*21

0*32

0*58

1*22

5300

3-98

3-40

i •14

0*28

0*22

0*16

0*14

0*16

0*26

0*38

0*65

1*34

5250

2-99

2*74

1*06

0*26

0*20

0-14

0*13

0*16

0*27

0*41

0*74

1*50

5200

2-38

1-97

0*92

0*24

0*18

0*13

0*12

0*14

0*23

0*35

0*65

1*40

5150

1-89

1*56

0*78

0*21

0*16

0*11

0*10

0*13

0*19

0*25

0*54

1*22

5100

1*23

1-23

0*76

0*17

0*13

0*10

0*06

0*12

0*15

0*20

0*48

0*89

5050

0*94

0*86

0*77

0*18

0*11

0*08

0*05

0*08

0*11

0*18

0*33

0*87

5000

0-94

0*70

0*83

0*14

0*11

0*06

0*04

0*03

0*07

0*11

0*25

0*77

4950

0-82

0-61

0*88

0*15

0-11

0*06

0*01

0*03

0*06

0*04

0*20

0*73

4900

~ 0-41

0*25

0*81

0*12

0*10

0*05

0*02

0*04

0-13

0*57

4800

0*04

0-51

0*07

0*06

0*02

0*07

0*33

4700

0*26

0*02

0*03

0*13

4600

0*02
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0*244
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TABLJS 24.

Soulum 9-BronKrjiienantflrene-3-3ul,->nonate (-Fluorescence).

Conc».4
H * 10 JN x 102

irluorescenca in TJ.V.
I? Colour

Hi 36»0 6«00 13*2 orange

H2 30-0 5*47 13*1 yellow-orange

H3 24-0 4«90 12*7 ft

18*0 4-24 12*1 It

% 12*0 3*46 11*3 green-yellow

He 9»01 3*00 10*1 H

H7 6-00 2.45 12*2 II

% 3-00 1-73 12*7 «f

% 1 -80 1 «34 14-8 fl

HlO 0.900 0-S48 21*2 M

H11 0*300 0*546 35-0 ft

«12 0 0 55.1 fl
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TAB Lis 26.

Pnananthrone-3-- ul phonic /iCid (Fluorescence).

Concn.,
K x 1G4 S x lo2

Fluorescence in U.V.
F Colour

*1 1193 34.6 67-9 pink

*2 398 19.9 53.0 H

99.4 9*98 30.9 orange

X4 59.7 7.71 £6.3 *

»» 39 -8 6*30 21.5 «

r6 19-9 4 • 46 21 *4 groan-yellow

r7 9.95 3*16 24.1

16 5.97 2 »44 31.3

*9 2.99 1.73 47-5 «

1-50 1.23 70.5 H

XU 0-498 0.706 88 • 4 yellow

*12 0 0 93.0 tt

All complex dissolved.
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iSxtinctionCoefficient(K)
\

II

*2

*3

U

*5

U

*7

H

I9

:10

*11

*12

6000 5900 5800 5700

0*24

0-O8

0*01

0*04

0*08

5600

0*98

0*16

0*03

0*04

0*03

0*01

0*01

0*03

0*10

0*04

0*12

0*21

5550

2-26

0*45

0*16

0*12

0*07

0*06

0*07

0*07

0*15

0*16

0*25

0*41

5500

3-89

1*06

0*37

0*28

0*14

0*12

0*15

0*14

0*32

0*41

0*53

0*61

5450

5-77

1*43

0*55

0*39

0*24

0*24

0*25

0*24

0*49

0*61

0*98

0*86

5400

6-55

1*93

0*78

0*52

0*38

0*30

0*35

0*43

0*78

0*98

1*64

2*25

5350

6-55

1*88

0*83

0*61

0*43

0*35

0*41

0*55

1*08

1*19

2*13

2*87

5300

5-81

1*66

0*80

0*53

0*43

0-36

0*42

0•62

1*28

1*47

2*74

3*89

5250

4*42

1*06

0*67

0*46

0*38

0*35

0*42

0*65

1*35

1*80

2*67

4*41

5200

3-16

0*86

0*55

0*38

0*31

0*30

0-38

0*55

1*20

1-47

2*70

4*01

5150

2*09

0*45

0*40

0*23

0*18

0*23

0*27

0*40

1*05

1*02

2*42

3*52

5100

1*68

0*25

0*34

0*16

0-13

0*17

0*18

0*32

0*85

0*82

1*68

2*86

5050

1*31

0*16

0*28

0*11

C*06

0*08

0*13

0*26

0*64

0*57

1*47

2*58

5000

0-82

0*08

0*16

0*04

0*02

0*05

0-08

0*18

0-53

0*33

0*98

1*88

4950

0-61

0*08

0*02

0*02

0*09

0*33

0*21

0*88

1*52

4900

0-08

0•04

0*03

0*19

0*65

1*35

4800

0*07

0*29

0*57

4700

0-25

4600 1 .(cm^
0*244

0*244

1*00

1*00

1*00

1*00

1*00

1*00

1*00

0*244

0*244

0*244



TABLii 26.

Sodium Phenanthrene»3«»-:.alohonate (Fluorescence).

Concn..
H x 10 Vm x 10"

fluorescence in U.V.
F Colour

Jl 227 15*1 45*3 Violet

J2 113 10*6 48*7 II

J3 75 • 6 8-84 34*5 f»

J4 37 *8 6*15 27*6 green-yellow

'5 22 •? 4*77 25*5 n

J6 15-1 3*88 26*0 ti

J7 11*3 3*36 28*6 n

J8 7*56 2*75 30*4 fi

J9 3*78 1 *94 39*3 H

J1C 1*89 1-38 55*0

*11 0*473 0 • 668 65*8 yellow

*1S 0 0 92*7
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FIGURE
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DISCUSSION.

Conductivity of Acids.

9"Broraoohananthren.e»5-3uIuhonic AC|d.
file values foxv the equivalent eonuuctivlty ol the

S-bromo-acid at 18°C* (Table 4, p. 50} are plotted

against Jm in Pigs. 10 and 11. It is estimated that

maximum error involved in these determinations wad

between 0»3 and 0«4J$, made up as followsj- errors

in titration and dilution - 0 •!&}..'; error in cell

constant * 0*1%; error in resistance measurement

0*1%.

Sandqvist1a figures^ and those of Bolam and

Hope'**' are also shown# In the concentrated solution

the present result© are in quite gooa agreement with

the earlier data. Below Jm * about 0*1, however,

Bolaia and Hope's values definitely diverge, with de¬

creasing concentration, from the present data and

indicate a higher value fory\0. candqvist's Curve

shows the opposite behaviour and at values of /h leaa

than 0 *13 falls rapidly away with increasing dilution.

These low values were attributed by candqviat to

adsorption errors!8^ (of. p. 43 ).

Bolara and Hope's calculations were baaed on tho

value for the specific conductivity, at 18®C., of 0*1
(14denial potassium chloride given by Parker and Parker,

)

which is 0*028$ less than the value used in the present
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CONDUCTIVITY OF BROMO-ACIDF AT 18° C
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(15 )
investigation (Jones and Bradsh&w }. Sines this

difference is negligible, some other factor or factors

must be responsible for the large discrepancy between

the author's data and those of Bolsm and Hope.

To ascertain if the discrepancy was a systematic

one, measurements were carried out on solutions of

p-toiuene sulphonic acid, for comparison with the data

of Bolam and Hope for this acid. Theae authors'

results show good agreement in dilute solutions at

25°C» with the data of degacheider and .dux; but

above normalities of 0*05 their data stand alone, as

do all their data at 18®C.

The present data (Table 3, p. 49), with those of

Bolam and Hope, are plotted in Figs.12 and 13. In

dilute solutions, below about 7b = 0*4, tho values of

the two acts of data show quit© good agreement, the

present data giving a slightly lower value A0 »

obtained by extrapolating the straight line in Fig,12

to zero concentration (342*5, as against 343*5). This

reproduction of Bolam and Hope's results for the toluene

acids indicates that the discrepancy in the case of

the 9-bromo-aciu is not due to error in the actual

measurement of conductivity but to circumstances con¬

nected with the solutions themselves. It will be seen

that the results obtained in the present work for solu

ions of hyurochloric acid (see below) afford additional

support for this conclusion, Since the author found
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FIGURE
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FIGURE 13.
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no significant difference between the conductivity of

his own preparation of the 9-bfoao-acid and that of a

specimen prepared by Bolam and Hope (see p. 27), it

would appear that the high results obtained by these

workers must be attributed to errors in preparing and/

or standardising the solutions in question.

It may be noted that there was evidence of

polarisation at high concentrations of the toluene

acid, so that the results are low by 1-2$ at 7S" - I.

Since Bolam and Hope's data are even lower (fig.13),

it is probable that all their experiments at high

concentrations were subject to a. polarisation error

of several per cent. This may account for the

inflection, at about 7? = 0*9, in their curve for the

unsubstitutad phenanthrsne-3-sulphonic acid.

(Diagram B, p. 4 ).

according to the International Critical Tables

(Vol.VI, p.230), the equivalent conductivity at infinite

dilution of the hydrogen ion (l^O at, 18°C. is 315*2.
(24)

y«en and dweeton have more recently published
o

values of for 5°C. intervals over the temperature

range lb® to <35°G. By interpolation their data give

the value 315*7 at 18°C. Taking the raoan value 315*5

hnd assuming /\c~ 337, we have that 1® for the 9-bromo

:menanthrene-3-suIphonate ion ia about 337-315*5 -

$1*5 at 18®C *
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F I G U R S 14.
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10-Bromouhenan threne -3-a n L phon i c ac ia.

The conductivity curves for the 10-bromo-acid are

also shown in figs.10 and 11. Respite the different

dilution technique employed for this acia, it would

appear that the probable maximum error was no greater

than in the case of the 9-bromo-acid. This conclusion

is based on the results obtained from measurements on

solutions of hydrochloric acid carried out under

etrictly comparable conditions. An will be seen from

Fig.14, with two exceptions the author's data, excluding

those for ceil I (see p. 40 ), lie within 0• 3$ of the

curve obtained by plotting the relevant data given in

the International Critical Tablesi16^

Comparison of 9* and lo-bromo-aclda.

It ia evident from figs.10 and 11 that while the

curves for the two acids have the same general form,

they show significant differences indicating quite

definitely that the position of the halogen atom does

influence the behaviour of the organic ions.

In the case of the 8-bromo-acid, the points for

Values of Js leas than about 0*09 may be represented

by a straight line to within 0*3$ (usually much less}.

Resuming this line to represent the behaviour below

the lowest experimental concentration, extrapolation

gives 337 as the value torj\o. On applying Cnoager's

equation for uni-univalent electrolytes:-
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yY»yY - (0*2249|/Ve+ 50*31) /¥ at l8#ci?5^ ana
using this value lor/V^ a straight line is obtained
lying slightly below that for the 9-bror.io-aeiU.

At values of Ju less than about 0*07, the points

for the 10-broaio-acid fall within 0*3$ of a straight

line which again gives A0= 33?, but lies slightly

below the Onsoger line. The data thus indicate that

the values of Ae for the two acius are either identical

or nearly ao. This is reasonable since the aulphona

ions have the same sis© and any differences in the

volume of water of hydration would be small compared

with the molecular size. The agreement in the value

of A0 Provides further evidence that Bol&m and Hope's

results for low concentrations of the 9-bromo-acid

are too high.

With increase in the value of /¥ above about

0*07 the slope of the curve for the 10-bromo-acid

diverges from the straight line, gradually up to «/¥
» about 0*15, after which the curve exhibits the rapid

fall observed with the 9-bromo and Q-chloro-aclds

(.Diagram B, p.4 ).

Jig.11 shows the behaviour of the acids in the

more concentrated solutions. At the highest concen¬

tration of the 10-bromo-acid, the solution was almost

saturated, saturation being reached at about /h * 0*5.

The results obtained with cell 1 have been included, as
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the error due to polarisation will he only 1% or less

at the concentrations involved, as estimated from the

observed error in th© case of hyarochloric acid solu¬

tions having the same specific conductivities* An

error of this magnitude does not affect the broad

interpretation of the results, in this range of con¬

centration.

After a concentration of about* 0*14 is

passed, the conductivity curve of the 10-bramo-acld

lies above that of the 9-bromo-acid. The curves ther

diverge, with increase in concentration, the difference

in conductivity attaining the value of 34 at J~U * 0*4688

i.e. 20% of the conductivity of the 9-bromo-aeicl.

Summarising the chief points of difference, m

may say thats- (l) th© initial slope of the conductivity

curve is greater for the 10-bromo-aciu than for the

8-brotao-acid, (2) the inflection towards the con¬

centration axis is loss sharp and occurs in a region

of concentration higher in the case of the 10-acid

than in the case of the 9-aeid, (3) the value of

at which the curve becomes practically horizontal (at

high concentrations ) is considerably higher lor the

:.0-aciu than for the 9-aciu.
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COITDtrCTIVTTY OP BROMO-SALTS AT 18°0.
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Conductivity of ^alta*

The accuracy of these measurements was checked

'by carrying out a run with solutions of potassium

chloride. The equivalent conductivities (Table 6,

p. 59 )are plotted against /F in Fig.15, along with

the data of C.W. XJavles^^and may be represented by

a straight line parallel to that of Javies and 0*1%

below it. Apart from the result at the highest

dilution the points all li® within 0*2$ of this line.

Sodium 9-3ro;nophenanthreno-3-Bul,)honate»

fig.16 shows the plot of the equivalent conductivity

of this salt against J~M (Table ?» p.6 0 }. The most

striking features of the graph are the occurrence of

a minimum in the neighbourhood of >/$ 3 0*02 and of a

maximum at about /¥ 3 0*056, At the maximum the con-'

uuetivity is 1*9$ greater than the conductivity at the

minimum. Owing to the limited solubility of the salt,

It was not possible to obtain data for higher concentrations

The first three points actually lie within 0*2$

of the Onsager line for A.® 64*8. Assuming this to

3® the correct value arid taking 1&&* 3 43*18 (I.G.T.

Vol.VI, p.2S0), m have taat Is for the 9-bromophenan-

mrene-3-sulphonate ion 3 64*8 - 43*16 « 21*64, in fair

agreement with the value previously deduced (p.lol }*

A somewhat higher value is obtained if l|a ♦ at 18°C
is taken as 42*7, aa derived, by interpolation, from the

values of Gordon and Gunning^^obtained at 5°C.

intervals over the temperature rang® 15®-45®C.

Th« straight line given by Bolaai and Hope's data
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FIGURE 17.



CONDUCTI-VITiOFSODIUMPhEwiwTiiRENE-3-SUIPH0N4TEAT18°c.
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in dilute solutions of the 9-bromo-aciu (Fig. 10) leads

to A0» 341. According to this, Ac ior the ©odium

salt should be 341-315-5 ♦ 43-16 (or 42-7) ■ 68-66

(or 68-2). It seems very improbable that the initia

slope of the curve for the 9-bromo-salt can be anything
like as steep as is required by this value of A. 0.

(8)It will be seen that Ssndqvist's values for

the 9-bromo-salt are rather higher than the author's

but approximate to a curve of the earn® general form.

Sodium 10-bro moahenan threne-3-suI ahonate.

The data for this salt (Table 9, p. 62 ) are also

plotted in Fig,16. Again the existence of a minimum

at about /u » 0-015, and of a maximum, at about

Jm * 0*045, is quite evident. The difference betwoe

the minimum and maximum value© of A is 1*65, or 2-6$
ofA at M » 0-015.

It will be seen that the first two points lie

within 0-2/f of a straight line passing through Aoc 64

: odium .'••nenanthrene-3-sul ohonat&.

n

'8.

The equivalent conductivity (Table 8, p. 61 ) is

lotted against /I in Fig.17. Up to M m 0,-025 the

points conform, within the experimental error, to the

3nsager line for A0* 66-08. The experimental curve

then diverges to higher values of A than the theoretical,
i)ut at still higher concentrations undergoes an in¬

flection towards the concentration axis. At /s * 0*1

he difference between the experimental and theoretical

t&lues of A is 2-5, or about 4jS of the experimental value.
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Interpretation of Gond-gctiylt.v Jftta for JUut.e ^oluUQns

to comparing the conauctivity curves for the

bromo-acids and their salts, it will be seen that the

salt curves exhibit maxima at concentrations well

below those at which the acid curves commence to fall

rapidly toward© the concentration axis.

In recent years maxima have been discovered at

low concentrations of aqueous solutions of a number of

electrolytes. The effect was first observed by

Bob inson and Garrett in the case of me thy ion© blue;

then for four other dyes, including Congo red and

"Mata" bensopurpurine 1 ^ Holmes ana Standing^30 ^report
the same behaviour for Bast Orange SIS. Instances

have also been found amongst long paraffin-chain com¬

pounds, namely: haxadecyi- and octauecyipyridinium

iodates; ^31 ^ dioc^ldimethyl ammonium chloriue;

rtaxadecyltributyl-, oct&docyltripropyl-, octadecyl-
(331

tributyl- and octauecy1triamylammonium Cremates.'

There is general agreement that the existence of

these isaxiraa is the result of aggregation of the

organic ions, the broad interpretation being &&

follows*33'34'38* according to Stokes* law simple

aggregation of ions of the same kind enhances the con-

«$*
Auctivity. Suppose, for example, n univalent ions,

I «• \
+ This was first pointed out by McBain.
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each of radius r, coalesce to form a spherical

aggregate. Tm radius of this, assuming close

packing, is r ,n^ , and fro® Stokes* law the resistance
-i— j_

to motion of the aggregate is Halt. « n3 times the

resistance in the ease of an individual ion moving

separately. Since, however, the ©loetric&l charge

©a the aggregate is n times that on a single ion, the

velocity of the aggregate, in fee aame external field

is * n* timm feat of a separate ion. Hence the

conductivity of the aggregate is n* time© that of

the n ions moving independently.

In actual solutions, however, the *8iokas law

effect," i.e. rise in conductivity una to aggregation

of the organic ions, will be offset, to an extent

depending upon various factors, by two ©th^r effects -

fl) the "inclusion effect,4' i.e., the association with

the aggregate of a number of appositely chargeu ions

f81counter-ions® }. The binding of counter-ions not

only reduces the affective charge, and therefor® the

conductivity, of the aggregates, but also diminishes

the contribution of the counter-ions to the total con¬

ductivity of fee electrolyte; (2) the "atmosphere

ifact,* i.e., fee depression of the velocity of the
*

micelle by interaction of the type envisaged in the
r
mi

.k>bye-KuckeI•Onsager theory, between the micella? charge

* This term will be employed to describe the complex
doneieting of the aggregate of organic ions and tea
bounter-iana bound by it.
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and the charges of the unassociated ions. If with

increasing concentration the Stokes' law effect at

first increasingly outweighs the secondary effects

and later continuously decreases in relative importance

the total conductivity will rise at first and then

fall, i.e. the conductivity curve will show a maximum

Tne presence of a maximum in the conductivity

curve for dilute solutions of an electrolyte may toe

taken as strongly indicative of the formation of

micelles at these concentrations. $oi only doe© it

appear impossible to explain the phenomenon except
*

in the manner Just described, tout there is much

supporting experimental evidence. Botoineon and

Garrett (see above) showed toy measurements of osmotic

pressure that aggregation occurs in the dilute solu¬

tions of the four dyes previously mentioned, and
(37)

Setoineoa and Moilllet found, from transport number

and conductivity of the organic radical of "Mota"

bemzopurpurine passes through a maximum having a value

appreciably greater than that at infinite dilution,

further evidence is provided, toy the following Investi¬

gations on long paraffin-chain salts at concentrations

isomewhat greater than the "critical," where measure¬

ments of freezing-point etc. show that marked aggregat
(38)

'•s taking place: In this region the total conuuctivit

at low frequencies) fall© rapidly with increase in

Concentration. However, determinations toy Hartley,
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Collie and Samia^W tins transport numbers and

conductivity of cetylpyridiniua and eetyiirimethylammpnium

bromides reveal that tne equivalent conductivity of

the organic radical rises to a maximum well aoove its

Infinite dilution value# In the case of cetyl-

pyridinium chloride, Malsefc and Hartley^40^found that

a maximum appeared in the total conductivity curve

When high field-strengtns (200 Kv/cm.) were employed,

conditions which reduce both the atmosphere and

inclusion effects. The maximum value was substantially

greater than that at infinite dilution. Data obtained

by H. Scott in this laboratory ^41iJhow a maximum in the

conductivity curve for sodium uodecyl sulphate at high

frequencies (e.g. 25 Mc./a), conditions which decrease

the atmosphere effect (more precisely, the "relaxation

effect )♦
(35)

Hartley has pointed out that increase in total

conductivity resulting from the Stokes* law effect is

the more likely to occur - (a) the lower the concentra¬

tion at which the micelles are formed; since the

atmosphere and inclusion effects decrease with decreaa

in concentration: (b) the smaller the value of 1° of

the counter-ion; since the decrease in the contribution

(to the total conductivity) of the counter-ions, due

Eo attachment of some of them to the micelles, will beess marked, the lower the value of 1°. It should be

ftotad that the atmosphere (relaxation) effect also
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diminishes with decrease in the value of Is* for the

counter-ion.

In view of the foregoing it would appear that the

taaxima in the curves for the sodium brotaophenanthrone

sulphonates signify the formation of micelles in

solutions of these salts at the low concentrations

concerned. Since in the ea&e of the 10-isomer, the

minimum and maximum occur at lower concentrations, anc.

the difference between the minimum and maximum values

of the conductivity is greater, than in the case of

the 9-isomer, we may further expect that the 10-bromo*

aulphonate ions possess a stronger tendency to

aggregate tnan do the corresponding ions of the 9-isosier.

The data for the bromo-acius are not sufficiently

accurate to decide whether the graphs at low concentra¬

tions are really straight lines, or exhibit relatively

small inflections. In any case the absence of

maxima comparable in magnitude with those shown by the

salts, cannot be taken to indicate the absence of

nicelles. If is x*easonatole to suppose that the

difference between the salts and the acids is mainly

iue to the very large difference in the value of 1°

counter-iona (43*16 for ha*j 315 «5

»ame concentration the micelles have the aam* composition,

the total conductivity will be depressed to a greater

extent for the acid than for the salt, because the

example, we suppose tnat at the
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inclusion of a given number of hydrogen ione produces

a much larger loss of conductivity than the inclusion

of the same number of aoaium ions. Moreover, the

increase in atmosphere (relaxation) effect will bo

greater for the acids, again owing to the higher

value of 1° for the counter-ion. However, difference

In micellar composition cannot be excluuad, and,

Indeed, as will b© seen later, there is evidence from

the experiments with rhod&mine 60 that the tendency

of the sulphonat® ions to aggregate is influenced by

the nature of the counter-ions.

In very dilute solutions the 9-brorao-salt would

appear to be present as simple ions, since the

Oneager line for uni-univalent electrolytes fits the

results for thia salt fairly well. However, the

initial slope of the curve obtained for the 10-bromo-

salt is much steeper. The results are too few to

determine the actual aiope with certainty, but that

of the line drawn is about 162- this is comparable

with the theoretical value of 122 obtained by putting

Ae~ 64*8 and 1®, 58 43*16 in Onaager'a equation for a

uni-bivalent electrolyte at 18°C. viz.

A « A, - (92-78 ♦ 1-878 Ac ) /c.

where q * f /\Q±a \ and If « equivalent conductivity
'

(42)
at infinite dilution of the univalent ion; 'Since

there are no results for the 10-bromo-acid below
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yi-« 0*0225, it remains uncartain whether the initial

slope in this case is also that of a uni-bivalent

electrolyte. If it does behave as a 1:2 electrolyte

the greater Oneager slope (assumingA0a 337*0 as

before) would lead to only slight inflections, within

the experimental error, in the curve over the range

71 * 0 - 0*03.

Similar steep slopes, followed by maxima, have

bean reported by McSowalX and Kraus some

hex&decyl- and octaueeyltri&lkylammoniura salts ♦

These authors point out that the phenomenon cannot be

due to the formation of ion-pairs (of the $jerrum type)

since the salts with shorter alkyl chains exhibit a

normal slope. They suggest that the abnormal elope

is due to association of the organic ions in pairs,

thus simulating bivalent ions, In support of this

view Krausreports that with increase in field

strength the conductivity of hexadecyltrimethyl-

suamoniuut nitrate increases in the same manner as that

of magnesium chloride, whereas tetradecyltrimethyl-

ammoniuai bromide and nitrate behave like potassium

shlorido, Presumably the increase in conductivity

due to the aggregation of two iona is much smaller

;han that predicted by applying Stokes' law in the

manner previously described.

Judging from comparison with the Oneager line

Fig,17, p. iosJ, the unaubstituted phananthrene-3-
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sulfonate appears to be present as simple iona at

concentrations below about = 0*025. At higher

concentrations, however, the conductivity diverges

from the theoretical line much more sharply than in
(«4)

the case of, lor example, potassium or sodium chloride.

Moreover the curve for the sulphonate commences to

bend towards the /S axis at a concentration far

below that at which a similar inflection appears in

the curves for soiae normal unl -univalent electrolyte!^ ^
It is reasonable to postulate that the course of the

sulphonat© curve is due to formation of micelles.

If this is so, it is obvious that the unsubstituted

aulphonate ions aggregate leaa readily than do the

nalogenated ions. An actual maximum is not produced,

because the onset of micelle formation occurs at too

high a concentration ( /l « 0*02 5), but the conduc¬

tivity curve does show a tendency in that direction.

The conductivity data will be further considered

in the light of the information provided by the

experiments on the interaction of the aulphonatea with

rhodiuaine 6 $.
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Interaction of Qhenanthrone Culohonates with dhodaralnf
6 0.

In order to obtain standards to which the results

for the mixtures could be referred, the absorption

spectra and fluorescence intensities of aqueous solu¬

tions of the pur© uye were measured.
.

dhodamine 6 1 is a univalent cationic dye with

the formula^ '*7 '

the molecular weight being therefore 450»7. The

molar extinction coefficients (Table 14, p. 79 ) are

plotted against the wavelength in Fig.18, (the data

for some solutions are omitted for the sake of clarity,

but follow the same general trend).

In dilute solutions (4*16 x 10" taol/l. ) only one
■

maximum is obtained, at a wavelength of about 5260 A.

As the concentration of the solution increases, -the

absorption at lower wavelengths becomes larger until
-6

eventually, at 172 x 10 mo 1/1., the curve exhibits an
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additional maximum at about 4990 A. Trie height of

the first maximum shows a slight tendency to decrease

as the concentration increases.

Fig.19 shows a plot of the fluorescence intensities

(F) of the dye solutions against concentration (fable

15, p. 80). At low concentrations, less than 5 x IG*6
mol/1., the points lie on a straight line passing

through the value of P s 0*9 at zero concentration,

this figure was actually the zero error, as determined

by experiments with water as the unknown, and is due

to some visible light passing through the wood's Glass

filter (see p.78 ). As the concentration increases

above 5 x 10**6 mol./l., the points diverge negatively

from the straight line and give a curve which passes

through a maximum at about 90 x 10~6 mol./l*

The accuracy in the determination of the

fluorescence intensity of a solution was found by

duplicating results for several solutions. In no

case did the difference exceed 5$ and was usually

much leas.

The effect of the temperature of the solutions on

;he measurement of F was checked, with dye solutions

of various concentrations, at temperatures of 15* and

J55°C. Only a slight difference, if any, was found

< 1%)*

These result® show that the present dye behaves

in much the same way as rhodaroine 6 0 extra, a compounc
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(A8 }
stuuied by Lew&chin; He report a two maxima, at

4960 A and 5290 A, in concentrated solutions, which

showed little fluorescence, and a single maximum, at

5290 A, in dilute solutions, which did fluoresce.

He suggests that in dilute solutions the dye is present

as simple ions but that with increase in concentration

a non-fluorescent aggregate is formed, snowing a

maximum of absorption at 4960 A.

The precipitation experiments (p. 69 ) were carried

out in order to obtain quantitative confirmation of

the interaction phenomena observed visually in the

preliminary experiments. Owing to the very slow rata

of settling it was doubtful whether sedimentation

was complete when the measurements were made. In

particular,certain solutions {a4 in Table 16 and Bj, in
Table 17} showed abnormal depth of colour. By

approaching the equilibrium state from the opposite

direction, as in the solubility experiments, this

possible complication was avoided.

It waa found in the case of the solubility

bxperiraents that equilibrium was attained in a relatively

short time,which decreased the chances of development
of fungus (mould) previously observed (p. 72), In

addition, the solubility experiments were carried out

at a fixed temperature. For theoe reason®-the data

rom the solubility experiments are more reliable than

nhoae from the precipitation experiments.
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Dilute Solutions.

In dilute solutions the most important feature

shown by the precipitation experiments is th©

appearance of increasingly large amounts of a red

precipitate as the concentration of sulphonate in¬

creases; accompanied by quenching of fluorescence

intensity and lowering of absorption, {Tables 16 - 21'.
Mace the dye ions and the sulphonat© ions are

oppositely charged it is reasonable to postulate that

a sparingly soluble dye-eulphonate is formed as

follows:-

D* + 3" DS (solid),
4* _

where D * univalent dye ion, 3 ~ aulphonsta ion,

and IB: » red precipitate (or complex).

Tor such a double decomposition reaction the

equilibrium value of the prouuct [D+3 i .a.

activity solubility product) must be constant. At

the concentrations involved, however, the activity

coefficients may be taken as unity and the product

cecomes simply [2*] (j3~]» Hence, if both aye and

rulpnonate are present wholly as single (unaggregated)

ions, the product of the total concentrations of dye

and sulphonate radicals will be constant. Thus

.nformation as to the state of the eulphomtea in

dilute solutions may be obtained by testing this pro¬

duct for constancy, using the data from the solubility

Experiments.
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9- xomo onenanthrone»3«»auiphonataa •

fne concentration of dye (h^) present in the
mixtures was determined from the fluorescence intensity

toy reference to the standard dye curves (rig.19}.

The value so obtained can only be correct if the

complex in solution behaves in the same way aa the

pure dye, equal concentrations of dye radical giving

the same intensity. To test this the concentration

of the saturated aqueous solution of the complex was

estimated from the curve and the fluorescence intensities

of othar aqueous solutions, prepared toy dilution,

measured. The concentrations of dye radical in these

solutions wore derived by simple proportion from the

value for the saturated solution. It will be seen

(Table 15b) that the points for these solutions all

lie on the curves in Jig.19, showing that the complex

does behave in the same manner as the pure dye.

The following table gives the results of the

calculations, where if * initial concentration of

aulphonate radical and I s « the final concentration, '
given by the expression Iq * S +



Ho. F Hj) * 10 H * 104 Hy * 104 >/?£ x 102 % . Hrj X 108 Xmax
9-Bromo-Acid.

®L2

®11

GlO

<*>

08

G7

Gfi

54 *9

34.4

16 • 9

12.4

9«6

8-0

8.8

0*278

0.157

0*069

0-049

0-037

0*030

0.034

0

0-404

1*21

2-42

4-85

8-08

16.2

0*278

0.562

1-28

2-4?

4 • 89

8-11

16-2

0*527

0*749

1-13

1*57

2-21

2-85

4.02

0.0773

0.0880

0*0880

0-121

0-181

0-243

0-550

5260

5260

5260

5260

5300

5300

5320

9-Bromo-Salt.

Hi 2

H11

%0

%

%

%

«5

55-1

35 • 0

21« 2

14.8

12*7

12-2

10-1

11*3

0*278

0*161

0*089

0*060

0.051

0*048

0-039

0*044

\

0

0*300

0-900

1*80

3*00

6*00

9-01

L2 * 0

0-278

0*461

0*989

1*86

3*05

6-05

9*05

12*0

0-527

0-680

0-994

1*36

1.75

2-46

3*00

3-46

0-0773

0*0743

0*0880

0*112

0-156

0-290

0.352

0-528

5250

5250

5260

5260

5280

5280

5320

5330
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RADICALPRODUCTS.
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Tig.20 shows the radical products of the 9-broaaod

complex plotted against /Sg. For concentrations up
to Tig « 0*011 (salt) and 0.012 (acid) the product is

constant within the experimental error. At higher

concentrations the product increases rapidly with

increasing concentration.

The adsorption spectra of the mixtures (Table 23

and 25) are plotted in Figs.21 and 22. It will be

observed that the absorption of the solutions falls

off in much the a&m© way as the fluorescence intenad ties.

The actual values, however, are too uncertain for the

estimation of

The absorption curves for the most-dilute solu¬

tions resemble, in general shape, those for the pure

dye at similar concentrations (Fig.18), and give

approximately the same constant value of \max (5260 a).

Within the range 71 * 0*01 - 0*02, however, the

absorption shifts to higher values, the changes being

shown in the above table. The constancy of \aiax
it the lowest concentrations affords additional evidence

for the view that the dye is present here in the same

state as in the pure aqueous dye solutions. The tots

concentration (iSj) of the dye is therefore accurately
given by the fluorescence intensity.

The most obvious interpretation of the initial

Constancy of the product fij.% is that both the dye and

dulpnonate radicals are wholly present as simple ions,
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i.e. is raally If it be assumed with

hewachin that the absorption peak at 4990 A for the

dye (Fig. 18) is due to aggregation, then the proportion
v

of the dye in the aggregated form appears to be very

small at the concentrations concerned in the present

instance. .diile the departure of the fluorescence

curve (fig. 19) from a straight line may be partly an

effect of aggregation, it cannot be completely due to

this, since no correction has bean made for absorption

of the fluorescent light.

The conclusion that the sulphonate radical ia in

the form of simple lone agrees with the fact that the

initial part of the conductivity curve for the sodium

salt (Fig.16) gives the Onsager slope within the

experimental error. Above JBq * Q-Qli - 0*012 the

dye content of both salt and acid solution® is higher

than required by constancy of the radical product, and

in addition the value of Xraax begins to rise in rough!

the same region of concentration. These phenomena

appear to be explicable only as consequences of micelle -

formation by the aulphonate ions, and "aolubilisation*

of at least part of the dye by the micelles (see later

m p.141).

Moreover it will be seen that the above value for

is in tho neighbourhood of the value of /¥

ca. 0*012) at which the conductivity curve for the

$alt diverges from the Ona&ger line. Thus the evident
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from the dyo hxpsrlsumts confirm® the conclusion that

the minimum and maximum in the salt, curve &r© due to

the formation of micelle®. It le evident, also, thai

the acid commences to form micelles in the same region

of concentration, which 4a far below that where the

pronounced fall in conductivity of the acid occurs.

The nature of the counter-ion has a small hut

definite influence, iiot only does the radical product

depart from constancy at a slightly lower concentration

in the case of the ©alt, but the rate of increase of

tne product at the higher concentrations ia somewhat

greater. This implies that raicallo formation occurs

more readily with sodium than with hydrogen aa the

counter-ion.

The influence of the nature of the counter-ion

upon micelie formation ha© not received much attention.

Judging from the conductivity curves given by
(4g }

Lotteraoeer and Rachel, " the concentration at which

the steep fail in conductivity occurs is greater for

dodecyl sulphuric acid than for the sodium salt.

This ia normally interpreted as indicating greater,

tendency to micelle- ormation in th© case of sodium as

counter-ion, in line with the present conditions. It
^30 51

may be noted that Hartley " * 'ha* advanced the view

that increase in the degree of attachment of counter-

ion© to the aggregates favour© increase in the si ae of

ai cello, and lower© the "critical concentration."
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On this view, the micelles of the aodium-toromo-salt

must toe larger than those of the acid, and have a

higher degree of attachment of counter-ions.

?henantiirena-3-3ul phonatea.

As with the 9-bromo-CGEaplex, dilution experiments

were carried out, starting with the saturated aqueous

solution of the unoutostituted complex. The data are

given in Table 15to (p. 80 } and apart from two results,

follow the curves for the pure dye (Fig.19) within

the experimental error. further, at values of

below about 0*02 - 0*03 the general shape of the

absorption spectra of the mixtures, and the values of

Xmax (Tables 2? and 29. figs. 23 and 24) are the

same ae for dilute solutions of pure dye. since,

therefore, the dye is present in these mixture© in

the same state a© in pure dye solutions, the total

concentration of dye {$%) may toe found from the

fluorescence intensity curves in Fig.19,

The following table gives the results for the

calculations of the radical product©.
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Mo. ? % x 104 is x 1Q4 IT* x 104
O v% x 102 Mj-% x 108 Xaax

Phenant&rano-3-Sulphonic Acid.

112 93 0-619 0 0-619 0-786 0-382 5260

I11 86 »4 0.560 0-498 o-fee 0-979 0-537 5260

ho 70*5 0-393 1-50 1-89 1-38 0-741 5250

h 47-5 0-231 2.99 3.22 1-80 0-743 5260

h 3l»3 0-138 5-97 6*11 2-47 0-844 5280

h 24-1 0-102 9-95 10-05 3-17 1-025 5300

h 21*4 0-090 19.9 20-0 4-52 1-80 5300

2odium Pirienantiarane-3-duIpiionate.

J12 92«7 0-615 0 0-615 0 • 784 0-379 5260

J11 85.6 0.530 0-473 1-00 1-00 0-532 5260

J10 55*0 0.278 1-89 2-17 1.47 0-603 5260

JS 39.3 0.185 3-78 3-97 1-99 0-735 5260

J8 30.4 0.134 7-56 7-69 2-77 1-03 5290

£8«6 0-124 11-3 11-4 3-38 1-41 5300

^6 26-0 0-111 15-1 15-2 3-90 1 -69 5320
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Jig*20 shows that with incre&ae in Vss, the
product rises at first, becomes constant over the

range v^s c £&• 0*014 to Vhg * g&. 0*022 (salt)
or 0*026 (acia), and then increases again.

Apart from the initial rise (aee below}, the

situation is comparable with that for the brosuo-com-

pounds, and the same interpretation may be applied.

In taa case of the salt the rise in the value of the

product from its constant value occurs at about th®

same concentration as the conductivity curve departs

from the Onsager line { ,/S * ca. 0*025). thus both

lines of evidence agree in showing that the onset of

micelle-formation occurs in this region. It is

evident that the same is true of the acid, and also

that the nature of the counter-ion again has a small

influence on the tendency to form micelles.

It seem© possible that the anoraolous values of the

product at the two lowest concentrations were due to

the presence of sulphonic acid in the solid complex.

In the initial stages of its preparation (p. 74 ) the

complex formed an extremely fine colloidal suspension,

which would favour adsorption. Some of the adsorbed

acid may well have been retained in the final product,

since, to avoid loss of materiel, the washing of the

precipitate of unsubotituted complex was less thorough

than in the case of the much less soluble brorao-compiex.
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Hence the amount of aulpnonate dissolving from the

solid phase* in the solubility experiments, would be

greater than and the calculated values of $3,
and the product correspondingly less tnart the true

values.

Const^u.tion of ^l^e, aplutjp,^,.

In Figs. 25-28 are presented the most informative

features of the dye-complex solubility experiments,

namely, the changes with concentration of (l) Xmax,
the wavelength of maximum absorption (obtained from

Figs.21-24), (2) Xgiax, the extinction coefficient at

Xmax* and (3) F, the fluorescence intensity. We
shall consider first the relationships for the 9-bromo

salt.

The broken line represent© the fluorescence

intensity if the dye radical concentration was

that predicted from % and th© mean solubility product

assuming that the sulphcnate is wholly in the form of

simple ions {% » %-)• Below /% « 0*01 the theore¬

tical line, of course, coincides with the experimental

uurve, but aoove this the actual value of F is higher

than the theoretical, passing through a minimum at

/% » 0*025 and thereafter rising very slowly. Since

n pure dye solutions ^^tnax* as well as F, is propor-

ional to hp in this region of dye concentration, the
heoretical Km** curve follows that of F. Actually,

however, passes through a minimum, again at
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7% « 0*025, but then rises more rapidly than the

experimental 3? curve. It is evident that the absorp¬

tion data confirm that more dye is taken up than

expected from theory and therefore that micelles are

present above ,/% - 0*01.
There are two general ways in which the dye con¬

tent may be so increased as the result of micelle

formation.

(1) An indirect influence, due to the reduction of

the simple sulphonate ion concentration hg~, below Hs.
If the solubility still conform# to constancy of

then Ejf- must be correspondingly increased.

There are grounds for supposing that this is
(52)

approximately the case. Hartley has pointed out

that the abrupt change in many of the properties of

colloidal electrolytes implies that micelle formation

is almost equivalent to the separation of a second

phase. As he has further demonstrated, application of

e law of mass action to the equilibrium between the

simple ions and their aggregates leads to the conclusio
tjh

n

that this is true even when the micelles are quite small.
(53)

Moreover, Murray and Hartley have shown that the

abnormal rise in the solubility of long paraffin-chain

salts at the Krafft point, may be explained on the

basis of the solubility equation for an ideal

log C 3 a + &
T

or, for small variations of T,
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log C * A + BT,

provided that C is taken to be the concentration of

simple ions as derived from the mass law. It seems

reasonable to conclude that similar considerations

apply in the present instance.

(2) A direct affect, namely the incorporation of the

dye in, or its attachment to, the micelles. This

means that the total concentration of dye (fi^) will
be greater than that (&%*) calculated from fig and
the solubility product. The extra dye may be con¬

veniently described as "uoiubilised.*

It is obvious that effect (1) must play a part,

but it cannot be the sol© factor. If it were, one

would not expect any change in \raax« hut fig.25 shows
tnat above /% 3 0*015, its value increases with

increasing concentration. Since this indicates a

change in the state of the dye, it must be concluded

that effect (2) also occurs.

ii/hen the K®ax and F curves are compared it will

bo seen that up to /¥g * 0*035 the values indicate

approximately the same dye content in each case,

as is to be expected if the "aolubilised" dye

fluoresces, (this is confirmed by evidence to be

presented later). Thereafter K{nax increases more

rapidly than F and shows an abrupt rise at /ifg * 0*06.
This solution (H^) is, however, anoraolous as may be
seen from its absorption spectrum (Fig.22, p.13^),
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which is entirely different from the others in the

series. Two maxima are found, at 4990 A and 5400 A,

the curve being similar to that for the concentrated

solutions of the pure dye, except for the shift of

the one peak from 5260 A to 5400 A. 0ewschin^48^haa
shown that association of the dye molecules to give

non-fluorescent aggregates, results in the appearance

of a maximum at a lower wavelength and it niu3t there¬

fore be concluded that dye molecules are present in

in an aggregated state. Before discussing furthe

the nature of this system, it should be pointed out

that similar absorption spectra were found for these

salt solutions in the precipitation experiments.

Solutions - B4 (Table 17, p.82 ) show two absorption

banus at Xmax * 4970 - 5030 A, and 5300 - 5550 A?and
high values of Kjgg^, compared with 3?. Uie effect is

most prominent in mixture where J~E ® 0*059, The

9-bromo-acid mixtures give similar systems, at

7% = 0*0909 (G3) in the solubility experiments and, in

the precipitation experiments (Table 16, p. 81 ), in

mixtures A7 (71 » 0*022} - A4 (71 * 0*063), the effect
being greatest in A4. Mixture C6 gives the same type
of spectrum in the 9-bforao-acid + HC1. saries, /!
deing 0*029, The appearance of all these systems was

very similar to that obtained in the precipitation

xperiments immediately after preparation, when all the

ye-complex is finely dispersed. The absorption

*
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a pact rum of such a dispersion, containing 9-bromo-

aciti ( /I a 0.02} and dye (0«04 g.Aitre), was

determined and gave a curve of similar general shape

with two maxima, at 5010 A and 5450 A,

1*80 and 2*10 respectively. Moreover, the precipita¬

tion experiments produced such systems more readily

than the solubility experiments,since not only is the

phenomenon shown over a greater range of concentrations,

but th® value of %ax *3 always higher than in the

solubility experiment at the same concentration of

sulphonate. The above facts therefore indicate that

the phenomenon is due to dispersion of the dye-complex

by the sulphonatea to give a dilute sol (colloidal

suspension). Such a mechanism would also explain the

peculiar swelling of the film of complex which was

observed in these solutions but not in the others.

Since the dispersion is greatest in the acid concen¬

trations (aeries A, C and $) just below those at which

there is a rapid increase in J (see later), the process

seems to be connected with the presence of micelles.

In their experiments with mixtures of pinacyanol

chloride and potassium laurate, Corrin, Klevens and

larkins^4^ found that below the so-called "critical

concentration" the absorption spectra showed the

presence of a new peak of low wavelength. buch a

spectrum was, however, not given by mixtures of the

dlye and simple inorganic salts. At extreme dilutions
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of the 3oap, the spectrum was almost identical with

that of the pure dye in water. Similar observations
(55)

were made by Michaelis* using toluidine blue and

sodium oleate or aerosol. Those workers suggest

that the dye is aggregated by the detergent, but they

do not propose any precise mechanism. Their observa-

tions obviously bear a strong resemblance to those

described above, the main difference being that no

instance of precipitation is reported in the case of

the earlier investigations. It would therefore seem

very probable that the interaction between aye and

detergent was of the same nature, namely the formation

of sparingly soluble dye-complex, but that the con¬

ditions were such as to give rise to stable sols.

It may be added, in support of this view that

Colichman, by means of conductivity measurements,

has produced evidence of the complete formation, in

dilute solutions, of non-conducting units containing

bromophenalate blue and detergent in stoichiometric

proportions, although no actual precipitate was formed.

Accepting the view that the anomolous values of

Kraax are uue to sol-formation, it is obvious that the

dye concerned will not fluoresce and may, in fact,

decrease the value of F by absorption of the fluorescent

light. Thus all the fluorescence may be attributed

to dissolved and aolubiliseu dye.

On comparing the actual fluorescence with the
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theoretical curve it will be seen that the divergence

increases rapidly from /Ig 38 0«01 to 0*03, but
thereafter the difference -^experimental - ^'theoretical,
and therefore the sum of effects (1) and (2); remains
practically constant. Examination of the Xmax
curve shows that over the range 38 0*015 - 0*06,

the value increases steadily. In the most concentrated

solutions of the 9-bromo-acid \rmx becomes constant at

5400 A, which therefore presumably will be characteristic

of the solubilioed dye. It appears then that the

values between 5260 and 5400 given by low concentrations

of the salt result from combination of the spectrum

for free dye ions { Xmax * $260 A) and that for
aolubilised dye. As more micelles are formed,

relatively more dye i3 solubilised and Xmax therefor®

increases. Over the range /% 88 0.01 to about 0-03
it is probable that effect (1) is predominant. As

/% increases,the value of F would continue to
decrease if it were not for the effect (2) which is

continuously increasing.

In Fig.26 the data for the 9-brorao-acid are

presented in the same manner as for the salt. It is

obvious that essentially the same behaviour is exhibited,

there are, however, some slight but significant

differences. bower values of J (and K{mx) were obtained

with the acid (8 as against 10), and the dispersion of

Ihe solid complex, which seems to b*e associated withhe presence of micelles, occurs at a higher concentration
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FIGURE 28.
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( /% ~ against 0*06). These facta support the

view that, the salt forms micellae more readily than

the acid.

The unsubstituted compounds, both salt and acid

(Figs. 27 and 26 respectively) also exhibit the same

general behaviour as the halogen derivatives, apart

from the absence of sol formation. Again the nature

of the counter-ion has a definite influence on micelle

formation, the minimum value of P being higher in the

case of the salt (25 compared with 21}. These higher

values, compared with thoae of the 9-bromo-compounda,

are ©imply due to the greater solubility of the un¬

substituted sulphonate complex.

Concentrated Solutions.

The data from the solubility experiments on 9-

bromophenanthrene-3-sulphonic and phenanthrene-3-

sulphonic acids (Tables 22, p. 87 and 26, p. 91 ) are

plotted, in the same manner as for the dilute solution

in Fig.29. The results for the 9-bromo-acid will be

considered first.

Thoae portions of the curves for /% <. 0*0909
have already been discussed. An \/% increases above

this, the Kmax curve shows a very abrupt rise to the

value of 4*05 at t/Ig * 0*158 (Og), when a second
inflection occurs, Kmax for the raost concentrated

solution (Of), being only slightly higher (4*90).

The fluorescence curve rises much more slowly to a
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maximum at /% » 0.158, then falls away. The
figure also shows the variation ofXWai. derived from

Fig .21, p.129. In the concentrated solutions this

quantity remains constant at 5400 A.

Mention must her# be made of two practical point

in connection with the Kmax curve. In the case of
solutions (5j and Gg* all the dye-complex is dissolves
and therefore the w curve becomes essentially
constant. These solutions, however, are not saturated

with respect to the complex. In a preliminary

experiment, it was found that a solution of the acid,

v/i a o»20, ma not saturated with dye when enough

complex had been added to mis© the value of Kfu&x

to 11*2. It follow© that the true Kmax curve, given

by solutions in equilibrium with solid complex, will

rise much more steeply than the actual curve and to

much higher valuta of Ktrsax. The second point io tha

allowance must be made for the extra absorption due

to sol formation in the case of solution O3. The
broken line Indicates qualitatively the course of the

true curve.

Tfce drop in the fluorescence curve can hardly be

attributed to some Chang© in the state of the dye,

since no difference in fluorescence was observed by

visual examination in dayli^tit, although such a large

difference in fluorescence was easily detected in the

Case of pure dye solution®. It seemed probable that
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the decrease in 3? could he attributed to absorption

of the ultra-violet light by the 9-bromo-acia. This

was proved to be the case, in a semi-quantitative

manner, as follows. A glass vessel containing water

was placed in the fluorimater between one of the celle

and the IT.7. lamp, and an exactly similar vessel

containing the same volume of a solution of the 9-bromo-

acid similarly placed with respect to the other cell

Both cells were filled with standard dye solution and

the fluorescence intensities compared. With a con¬

centrated solution of the acid { /S s 0*3) as filter,

the fluorescence was quenched to about 1/3 of the

value with water as filter. As the concentration of

the solution was decreased the effect diminished rapidly,

becoming negligible in dilute solutions. In the

preliminary experiment mentioned above, the fluorescence

as estimated vieualiy in daylight was at least twice

as intense as that of solutions and Gg. Hence if

the filtering effect was absent and if the solutions

were saturated with dye-complex much higher values of

F would be obtained.

At high concentrations the absorption spectra

exhibit a sharp peak at 5400 A (Fig.21), and it may

59 deduced from this that most of the dye is solubilissd,

and in a fluorescent condition. Since 6 x 10"*4g. of

Complex (see p.73 ) had completely dissolved in 10 ml.

solution Gg, the total concentration of dye is 0«8 x 10
-4
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raol./l. (molecular weight of 133 « 752). If it be

supposed that the solubiiised dye does not fluoresce,

then the fluorescence of solution (F s 63*6) must

be attributed to "free* dye in solution, of concen¬

tration 0*34 x lO~*mG 1 ./I •, aa derived from the

fluorescence curve in Fig .IS (p.121). The concentra¬

tion of eolubilised dye would therefore be 0*8 - 0*34

* 0*46 mol./l. The absorption of a pure dye solution
-4

of concentration 0*34 x 10 mol./l. is 2*2 and by

subtraction f rom the actual value of (4-05) the

absorption of solubilised dye would be 1*85. Since

the general shape of the absorption spectrum of the

solubilised dye and free dye (Xmax* 5260} are the
same, the spectrum of the above mixture would show a

relatively broad band with its miu-point at about

5330 A, and not a sharp peak at 5400 A, as found.

The supposition that the solubilised dye does not

fluoresce is therefore untenable, and it must also be

concluded that most of the dye present at high con¬

centrations is not in the fro© state.

The concentrations at which the %ax and F curvaa

increase steeply are v/% a 0*07 and 0-09 respectively,

and hence the true concentration must lie somewhere

between these two values. Since it has been shown

that micelles are present at /% * 0*012, this abrupt
increase in solubility cannot be attributed to the

first appearance of micelles. However it must signify
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a very rapid increase in the proportion of colloid.

It will be convenient therefore to call this the

"second critical concentration," and the concentration

at which micelles first form, the "first critical

concentration."

Examination of the conductivity curve of the

acid (Fig.10, p. 95 ) shows that it starts to diverge

from a linear course at s 0*09, but the rate of

fall does not become rapid until 75 * 0*014, or

li « 0*000196. It might appear that this was the true

value of the "second critical concentration," and

that the lower value obtained with the dye technique

was due to some disturbing action of tho dye*

Comparison of the recorded critical concentrations

(i*e* the author's "second critical concentration")
(57,56,59)

for paraffin-chain salts reveals that the

value obtained with the dye-spectrum method is usually

lower than that estimated from the conductivity curve*

vihile the available data do not definitely exclude

the possibility that the aye may lower the critical

concentration, it must be remembered that the con¬

ductivity is largely determined by two effects which

oppose one another. The attachment of counter-ions

would reduce the conductivity to a much greater extent

if it were not for the increase cue to the Stokes law

effect* ?he value of Kiaax, however, depends solely

on the solubillsatlon of the dye ana therefore will
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change more sharply than the conductivity with in¬

crease in the proportion oi" micelles. It seems

reasonable, therefore, to suggest that the concentra¬

tion at which the conductivity curve first departs

from the linear relationship should be regarded as a

critical concentration. It will be as an that,

adopting this view, conductivity ana dye-epectra give

much the same value for the "second critical concen¬

tration."

The uneubstituted acid (Fig.29) differ© from the

brosto-aeid in several respects. \ !nax increases

fairly sharply at \/% « 0*02 and becomes constant at

6380 A In the concentrated solutions. The Kn^ and
F curves rise slowly as the concentration increase©

above /% « 0•05, i.e. thay do not ©how the abrupt

change found with the 9-bromo-acia.

The fluorescence figures, while sufficient to

indicate that the sclublliaed dye fluoresces, are

subject to the same error aa in the case of the 9-

broao-acid. In this instance, however, there ie re¬

scission of the absorbed ultra-violet light as a blue

fluorescence, and the colour therefore changes to pinh

or violet. In daylight, the fluorescence was orange

in colour and more intense for solution 1^ than for Ig
The Kg,®* curve my be compared with the conductiv

curve for this acid obtained by BoIam and Hope ^
[Diagram ©, p. 4 ). It appears that the conductivity
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commences to fall, ana the slops of the curve

tends to increase, in the same region of concentration,

viz. yfu « gh.Q'2* Only a rough comparison is pos¬

sible, since there are only two values of >Haax afc

high concentrations, and, moreover, the value of

ivaax in the racist concentrated solution again does not

represent the true solubility. However it can be

said that the dye experiments confirm that the fall

in the conductivity curve is cue to increase in the

proportion of acid in the micellar state.

g£2£i£i&yiaa ^ferimpnt^.

The data for the precipitation experiments

(Tables 16 » £1} show the same general features as

the results obtained in the solubility experiments.

The S' and KfQ8X curvea, however, sink to lower values,
as a consequence of the considerably smaller solubility

of the complexes at room temperature. Experiment

(p. 74) showed that the solubility of the 9-bromo-
-4

complex was 0.191 x 10 raol./l. at 15°C. as compared
-4

with 0 *276 x 10 rsol ./I * at 2b°0.

Although the experiments on the 10-bromo-acld

failed to yield reliable quantitative data, it is

obvious that the same general phenomena occur as in

the case of the 9-bromo-acid.

The experiments, also demonstrate the influence of

hydrochloric acid on the interaction of the dye with
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the 9-tromo-acid (Tables 16 and 18, pp. 81 and 83 ).

Fig.30 shows that the initial portions of both Kmax
and F curves are practically identical and correspond

to the precipitation of the complex. However when

hydrochloric acid is present Xmax commences to

increase at a lower concentration ( 7m « 0*0l-) than

in its absence ( JW « 0*02). It is obvious that the

"second critical concentration" is also depressed very

appreciably, since both and F curves increase

sharply in the presence of hydrochloric acid at

71 - 0*03, while a much leas abrupt rise is found at

7H s 0*35 - O'O? in the absence of the mineral acid.

Thus hydrochloric acid increase® the tendency to form

micelles. Similar action has frequently been observed

on the addition of simple inorganic salts to solutions

of long paraffin-chain salts (see, for example, Corrin

and Harking60*}.

Bf.tu.re of rolublligation of Jye.

A widely accepted theory of aolubilisation by

paraffin-chain compounds is baaed on X-ray evidence

(for summary seo Philippoff^6*^). The increase in

spacing which my accompany solubilization is inter¬

preted as due to increase of the distance between the

paraffin-chain layers of a lamillar micelle, produced

ey the intercalation of a layer of the solubilised

material between them. Such a mechanism implies that
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tli© dye molecules of tli© soiutiliaod materiel ar© in

close contact. Thi© cannot toe true in the present

caa©, ainca the solubiiiaeu dy© is fluorescent and

does not snow the spectrum corresponding to the

aggregated state.
{3P 1

Hartley" haa criticised the conception of

lamellar nice lies and considers that the aoluciUsed

substance may bo dissolved in the liquid interior of

a spherical micelle. However, it is unlikely that

phenanthrene compounds could produce a liquid interior.

In any case, as Hartley^' and McBain and

McHaa^®*^ have pointed out, it is very doubtful if a

polar compound could be incorporated within the

micelles. It seems most probable that rhodaaine 6 0

is adsorbed on the micelles. That adsorbod dye may

fluoresce la well -established .(05)
» *

Viscosity of 10 • B ratiophea&nthren© - 3
Sulohonle Acid,

The viscosities of solutionis of the 10 - broiao-

acid are given In Table 13, p.66 and plotted in

Figs, 31 and 32. There is no evidence of
"structural" viscosity in these solutions, since

Polflenille's law holds at all concentrations, as

shown by tie constancy of the value of h at various

pressures (Table 12, p.66 )♦ lid dilute solutions
the viscosity is directly proportional to the

concentration, fcte slope of the line being ©lightly
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greater then that found by Bolam and nop® for tba

9 - bromo sad 9 - chloro-aoids. TUfcfe farther

increase in concentration the viscosities Increase

more rapidly than, corresponds to the linear relation¬

ship, the sequence of the viscosities being,

10 - brorao«aeia> 9 - broxao*aeid> 9 • ehloro-aoid.

At still higher concentrations (Pig* 32) the

order is reversed*

These results are discussed in the following

section*

The Influence of Halogen - fubstituenta *

Estamlnatlon of Fig* 10 (p*p 5) shows that t-h©

conductivity curve for the 10 - brow-acid at first

is below that of the 9 -isomer* Later both curves

fail steeply towards the concentration-axis, but

the concentration at which this occurs is lower for

tine 9 - brow-ae id than for the 10 - isomer* The

result is that the positions of the curves are

reversed above /W a ca. 0*14, or H * esa. 0.02.

As will be seen from Pig. 31, it is in the neighbour¬

hood of this concentration that the viscosity curves

diverge from their initial linear course, the new

slopes being such that here also the position of the

curves ultimately become reversed* It is difficult

to avoid concluding (a) that some further change in

the constitution of the solutions is assuming
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importance within the region of concentration

concerned, i*©» that we have almost a "third critical

concentration", and (b) that this change takes place

more readily with the 9 - brorao-acid than with the

10 » isomer# A final interpretation of this

interesting behaviour would obviously require much

adultioris1 Information* In the following discussion

sons© suggestions are tentatively advanced as being

fairly reasonable*

A certain complication must first be considered*

It will have bean noticed (Fig* * p#'0?) that the

conductivity curve of the 10 • bromo-salt is below

that of the 9 • bromo-salt up to the highest

concentration available for examination

(JW • 0.05 • 0*06) * Apparently this is &n© to the

formation of sulphon&te*»lon paly® by the 10 • learner*

Indeed if this process had been absent the positions

of the curves would have been reversed except at the

highest dilutions* However, the probabilities are

that the curve of the 10 •isomer would ultimately
have fallen below that of the other salt, owing to

the greater tendency to form mice Ilea* fh© results

of Robinson and a&rrefct^8^ for benzidine dyes, and

those of ISoDowell and Iraua'S3^ for long • chain

quaternary ammonium salts show that the lower the

concentration at which the maximum appears* the

steeper is the fall after the maximum* It seems
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safe to assume that the difference in positions of

the curves for the acids at eoneantrations prior

to the reversal is partly dp® to the difference in

tendency to form aicell.es.

Within recent years evidence, from X-ray

diffraction studies, 1ms accumulated in favour of

the view that between extended i.e.rod-like or

plate-like, colloidal articles there are forces

acting through distances comparable with the

dimensions of the particles themselves.'®*^ As a

result the particles tend to associate to form

assemblages, or "bundles®, in which they are

separated by tracts of water, i.e. the bundles are

of a liquid-crystalline character. Prominent

examples are tobacco mosaic virus^6^ and soaps^®*^.
Further, it would appear that the presence of the

bundles confers abnormally high viscosity upon the

solution. For example, Alexander and Johnson*
point out that with sodium oleat© solutions the

slope of the viscosity - concentration curve

Increases very rapidly at about 10$ of soap, while

the long X-ray spacing, regarded as due to the

association of the micelles, first becomes detectable

ovort'ri© rang© 6 - 10$. It seems reascable to

assume that the great increase In viscosity at the

higher concentrations of halogenated phenanthrene

anilphonic acids is due to the formation of mice liar
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assemblages of the nature described above#

This view is supported by the observation that

the production of very high viscosity is associated

with a .marked tendency to exhibit anisotropic

behaviour# The 9 • bromo- and 9 - ohloro-aeids

form liquid-crystals , in contrast with the
unaubatituted acid, which does not give very viscous
solutions# fJoreover, the 9 * ohloro-acid, which

gives rise to a much higher viscosity than the

9 • bromo-deriutiv©, also ferns liquid-crystals,

more readily# It should be noted her® tlat the

19 - isomer also shows com® tendency to form liquid-

crystals# SendqvietO obtained an anisotropic
flocculent precipitate on lading hydrochloric acid

to a solution of the srnlphonic acid, end in the

course of the present work it was observed that a

similar state was produced when solid sulphonic acid

was brought in contact with hydrochloric acid
(67)

solution. Sow Eton® has shown that the liquid-
crystals of th® 9 • bromo-scid contain water# It

therefor® seems necessary to postulate that between

the low e<mcent rations at which micelles are first

formed and those mixtures of high acid/water ratio

which produce liquid-crystals. Users is a rang© of

concentrations in which units of an totarmed into,

para-crystalline, character, are organised# The

action of hydrochloric acid is in keeping with this
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eoriceptlon* As the present work has shown, the

addition of tills substance to solutions of the

9 » brwao-acid promotes the formation of micelles,

and hence, it would be expected, of their

association to bundles# It is therefor© signifi¬

cant in the present connection that, as Solm and
( 21)

Hope* demonstrated, when sufficient mineral

acid is present, the solution exhibit® hi<#i

structural viscosity#

Since the viscosity curves diverge from the

initial linear course at concentrations roughly

in the neighbourhood of those at which the

conductivity curves commence to fall steeply to¬

wards the concentration axis, it would appear that

the two changes are related* That the decrease In

conductivity is not merely due to increase in

viscosity of the medium was shown by Sandqvlst^69* ,

who found that the conductivity of a solution

containing hydrochloric acid and 9 - bromo-aoid

was never less than that of the miner®.! acid when

present alone at the same concentration* However,

decrease in conductivity might be expected to

result from the association of the micelles, since

the overlapping of their double electrical layers

will raise the looal concentration of counter-ions

and thus prosaat© both the atmosphere and inclusion

effects*
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It follows from the above that while the bromo-

sulphonate ions form micelles more readily when

the bromine atom la in the 10 • position, the 9 •

position is more effective as regards format! on of

burial©s of micelles* The earlier investigations

show that replacement in the 9 * position of bromine

by chlorine is still more effective, although again

micelle fomation is apparently not facilitated*

The formation of micelles by tins unsubetituted

acid, confirmed by the present work* indicates that

the water - water attraction will play some part

in the aggregation of the ions of the halogen

derivatives to form micelles* It Is evident,

however, that specific latermoloettlar attractive

forces are also involved, and that these are

stronger when the substituent in in the 10 •

position* Verwey and Overbeeir ^ postulate that

association of the micelles is due to similar

forces. This might seem anomalous whan applied

to the present case, but it is conceivable that tin©

strength of the intermloellar forces may vary with

the position of the halogen atom in a manner

different from that of the interswlecular forces,

as a result of differences in tie orientation of

the mo loonies within the micelles.
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smfmior.

1# ?ur® samples of pfcenanthrene • 5 • sulphonio

acid, of the 9 - aril 10 • bromfen&nthrene • S »
sooiuri

sulfonic as ids , and of the/salts of ©11 three

acids bav© been propsrod* Certain variations

rntis in the conditions of sulphonatlon of the

phenanthrene failed to improve the yield of the

uasubstituted acid.

2# The electrical conductivities ofaqtieeus
solutions of the sulfonates, excluding the

u&substituted acid, have been measured at 18®C
over ill© ©ntlr© concentration range• Itoasure-

mnts on hydrochloric acid, potassium chloride

and p • toluene sulfonic acid were also made to

check the reliability of the experimental

techniques#

3# The interaction of aqueous solutions of the

aulphonates with rhodamlne 60 has been studied,

mar© particularly at low concent ration, by

measurements of fluorescence Intensity and of

absorption in the visible region#
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4. The viscosity of 10 • brosaophenanthrene

sulphonle acid lias been measured at 13°C over

the entire range of concentration#

5« Tb§ conductivity data confirm previous

result a for the more concentrated eolations of

the 9 * bro&o-aofti, but show that below about

0*01 II, Solsat and Hope's values are too high#

Evidence has been obtained that the vety low

results reported oj .anovlst for this acid were

due to adsorption on the electrodes.

6. The A. • 71 curves of the 9 » brouo- and

10 » brorao-acids possess the n&m general fotwi

and indicate the sasas value of A0 • There are,

however, considerable differences in the slopes

of the initial linear portions of the curves, md
in the positions of the inflections at higher

coneentrations•

7. The A - A curves of both brotuo-aalts shoe

an initial linear course followed toy a imxlmim*

There are again considerable differences, since

(a) application of Qns&ger's equation Indicates

thatt at the lowest concentrations, the 9 - salt

behaves as a 1:1, and the 10 • salt as a i j2

strong electrolyte, (to) the smxtoim. for the 10 •
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salt Is mare, pronounced and occurs at a lower

concentration than in the ease of the 9 • salt#

3# The Interaction of the sulphon&tes with

rhodamine 6 3 includes the following phenomena:

(a) the formation of complexes which contain

dye ani aulphonate in equliaol&r proportions,

and have low solubilities In water, (b) the

•olubillaaticei of the dye at sufficient ly hi,^r

concentrations of sulphenatej probably by

adsorption on micelles# (e) the spontaneous

dispersion of the complex to fbra stable

colloidal suspensions under certain conditions#

9# The dye-intellect ion data and also the

conductivity data for the broao-salt solutions

establish that micelles are fi tat formed at a

very low concentration of tb® halogec&tcd

eulphonate. This my be ters»d the "first

critical concentration", since there is evidence

of the existence of others#

10# The dye•int©r&ct ion data for the 9 » bromo-

60id show the existence of a higher "second

critical concentration* , where there Is a very

rapid increase in the proportion of micelles#

At this point tlio conductivity curve ootamenees

to diverge from, the initlal linear course#
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